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ANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
NO. 176.

SA.NTA FE, N. M., MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1903.
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AT

MORIARTY

Initial Social Event at the Santa Fe
Central Town a Success An Exceptionally Fine Luncheon
Was Served at Mid-

Tendency is Towards
night Hour.
Making of Small Farms
The town of Moriarty, on the Santa
Within Water Supply.
Fe Central, was the mecca for up-

(Natural
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CAPITAL CITY

THE

BOARD OF TRADE

HURRICANE

Interest Paper
Fiske as to Injurious Statements in Santa Fe
ConRailway Publications
The Loss
This
City.
cerning

Many Matters of Public

Prepared by

E. A.

In the report" of the proceedings of
the meeting of the board of trade held
Friday evening and published in this
paper in its Saturday's issue, some of
the proceedings were omitted, hence
the New Mexican publishes the re-

INJLORIDA

Reported from Tampa
Alone Will Reach Over One
Million Dollars.
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STORM IS SPREADING
night,
day
IMPROVED
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is to be the division point of the AlCommander-in-Chie- f
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Result
Being
Extension May
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Fe Central system. Those who
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Satisfactory Visit With the GovFound Where its Presence Is
G. A. R. A Gala
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attended came largely in wagons and
ernor General.
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Not Suspected.
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representative business men of the
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of
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Is to make little farms. The reasons T.
been requested to prepare amended from Tampa report that the property
Moriarty and William Mcintosh,
are obvious enough to any one who while
submitted a number of mat- loss there by the hurricane on SaturM. T. Moriarty and Mrs.
Mrs.
gives the subject the slightest thought. C. J. Moriarty provided the excellent
ters to the meeting for their decision day is over one million dollars. No
To begin with, in the region where
before presenting them, in formal wires are working south of Jacksonand good capon, which
Irrigation is necessary to produce reg- entertainment,
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commodious
and
in
the
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tell the ultimate limitation of the wa- erected
on ies of five being washed up near
J. D. Sena, from the committee
BV HUNTER JAMES.
by Mr. Moriarty for the Dun-iav- y
ter supply since we are just upon the
roads and bridges made a report as Miami on the east coast' and two near
The
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company.
threshold of anything approving scienIt was veterans' day in the Capital through life with the defenders of the to the new road to Tesuque and J. G. Boynton on the west side of the state.
space and the
tific development of this wonderful ciousness of the floor
country's cause, be snatched from the Schumann from the same committee Above Miami it is reported seven or
dancers City.
domain. What has been done thus hardwood flooring afforded the
haired warriors a'ms of penury, or from the gates of reported on the condition of the bridg- eight vessels are ashore. Much injury
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as
could
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as
heart
dance
a
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far has been done wastefully and by
of the 1861-6period had assembled the almshouse, and also the widows of es over the Santa Fe river. E. A. was done to orange groves and garthose crude methods which .pioneers
all parts of the Terr veterans; and placed in a position Fiske, Esq., made a speecn and read a dens. The disturbance is today sweepfrom
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Old Sol was
up on the horiemploy when getting a foothold in a zon before thecreeping
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General ter be sent to the Santa Fe Daily New BULGARIAN SITUATION
conclusion of
At the
for all had enjoyed the most night, when the residents of the Capipractice. And doubtless water will be spent,
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found where its presence is now hard- generous hospitality
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ADMIRAL COTTON FINDS
widely according to conditions, but try.
rode were Governor Otero, Mayor lege, Crawfprdsville, Ind. His first enBEIRUT QUIET.
even under the most favorable circum in charge of Gus Thelin, floor" manager,
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McFie.
for
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listment
service,
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D. C, Sept. 14 The
stances irrigation involves an initial consisted of all of the American Sparks
Washington,
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expense and a burden of maintenance dances.
navy department today posted the folafter the surrender of Fort Sumafwas
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lowing: "Admiral Cotton cables from
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who
Mcintosh
changed a very satisfactory visit with
wholly absent where moisture is ob coursed a varied ranches, on the bag- Creighton, while Mrs. Sparks and Mrs. commanded by Col. Lew Wallace.
program
Victory occupied the cfarriage with
tained by purely natural means.
the governor general. The latter has
also led Miss Black. The visitors drove direct Soon after he was promoted sergeant General Chase in Command at
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personal charge of the vice consul's
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major
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at
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McCleay,
Give Up Prisoners.
tery. The capitol was next visited, vice he returned to his home in Dan
ed and subdivided among those who
Sunday have been arrested. Beirut
have need of it. This is doubly true Fred Fisher, storekeeper for the San- and then the penitentiary, through ville, 111., assisted in
quiet."
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United States Industrial Indian school,
MILITARY PLOT UNEARTHED.
ence. So far this reason, also the tenA
list of those present in where the party was received by Su- captain. Upon the organization of the
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Sept. 14 A special from the
dency to make little irrigated farms is cludespartial
and
was
made its major,
the following: Mr. and Mrs, perintendent Crandall, concluded the regiment he
Judge Seeds Granted Application for Bulgarian frontier reports that anothIrresistible.
was subsequently promoted to lieutener Servian military plot has been disSame and Made Them ReturnStill further it must never be for- M. T. Moriarty, Mr. and Mrs. Mr.C. J. morning'3 sightseeing.
ant colonel and to colonel, and later
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Moriarty,
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driven
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party
covered at Kraguyevats,
gotten that the measure of value
on
able
f
Friday.
miles from Belgrade. Several officers
land is not area, but productive capa- Mrs. Ed Haynes and Roy Stamm of Al Palace hotel, where dinner awaited!8 glven ,the
u
e.u j,
Agnus, Duncan, John and them. One long table, handsomely
were arrested.
city. Skillful irrigation multiplies the buquerque;
in
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and
service
for
Dan
and
Allen
gallant
McCleay,
McGillivray
a
decorated with cut flowers, with
Cripple Creek, Sept. 14 Former
productive capacity of a given area of
Chilili; Mr. and Mrs. Joe Stewart bouquet at each place, was set apart battle. At Pea Ridge he was severely Attorney General Eugene Engley ap- CONVICT MURDERER
over and over. Thus one acre of land
wounded m the right arm, and at
of
Ky., who are the guests in the dining hall for General Blac
Louisville,
before Judge W. P. Seeds in
which is absolutely independent of
iAYS DEATH PENALTY.
dis- peared
Mrs.
Mr.
and
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T.
of
Moriarty;
and his friends. General Black then Prairie Grove his leftto arm was In the District court and petitioned for
14 Clarence
rainfall is equivalent to four acres
Y., Sept.
Auburn,
so
this
abled
and
remains
day.
writ of habeas corpus for Charles Egner of Buffalo," was today put to
which depend upon the caprice of the Caruthers, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Records, held an informal reception in the parand siege of Vicksburg
the
Campbell, Charles H. McKinney, Sher- death in the electric chair for the murclouds. So it happens that a little ir- Gus Thelin, the Misses Lena and lors of the hotel until 2:45 o'clock, and campaign
on other historic fields he gallant- man
Winnie Booth and Kate Mason, all of when he was escorted to the plaza by
desame
Parker, and James Lefferty, der of Archibald Benedict, keeper in
satisfies
the
rigated farm,
ly bore his part. His last battle was strike leaders, who were arrested by Auburn
mand that a much larger piece of Estancia; Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Harsch the First Cavalry Military band, a de- at,
prison. Egner was a convict
the storming of the Biakeley bat- the military last week and nave been and
more than once been punished
land would be required to satisfy un- of Albuaueraue. and Miss Jean Ber tail from Carleton Post, the reception teries in
had
Mobile
the
campaign, April held as prisoners in the guard house,
nard, of Chicago, a sister of Mrs and executive committees and DeOn
Benedict
for disobedience.
der different conditions.
by
9, 1865, the day of Lee's surrender at
through no charges have been filed January 9, 1901, he was reprimanded
But this, in turn, has its economic Harsch, all of whom are guests at the partment Commander J. W. Euwards.
in
He
August,
resigned
Appomattox.
them.
A large product on each Mcintosh ranch; Fred Fisher, John
influence.
for talking to another prisoner. Egner
Introduction by the Governor.
service of against
18C5, after a continuous
law has not been obtained an iron bar and lying in wait
martial
Although
acre of .ground means a corresponding Kennedy, W. P. Clarke, James H.
to
was
Introduced
the four years and four months.
General Black
declared and under the state laws for Benedict, struck him over the
amount of labor the bigger the pro- Nicholson, Robert S. Mauger, Mr. and vast concourse
people who had asMr.
Mrs.
of pen- cannot be inaugurated, the militia of- head. Then
and
William
Mrs.
Townsend,
Appointed commissioner
of
cultivating
duct, the bigger the Job
do
taking a revolver from
him
to
in
the
sembled
honor, sions March 7, 1885, the fact that Gen- ficers have been in absolute control of
plaza
and harvesting it. So here again we George Davis and Hugo Gect.
Benedict's pocKet blew out the latter's
Governor Otero, who said in part: eral Black administered the affairs of
by
the district and have utterly ignored brains. Egner surrendered to the
find an inevitable tendency at work to
"It Is a great pleasure for us to asgreat trust, so vitally important civil authorities. Brigadier General prison authorities without fight.
compel small farm areas in the arid acres of the public domain. It is not semble here to join the veterans of that
possible, of course, for Congress to re- New Mexico and extend a most sincere to old veterans, to the entire satisfac- Chase notified Engley that no civil
region.
"But
will
peal the laws of the universe. But it and loyal welcome to General John C. tion of his comrades of war, approv- process for prisoners whom he repre- SEATTLE POLICEMAN SHOT
say,
Very likely the reader
sents will be recognized by the militia.
can people make a living on these lit- is entirely possible for a land monopo Black, the distinguished commander- - ing and granting about 300,000 penBY HIGHWAYMAN.
atnns
Murine ha fnnr vpftrR t.prm. In- - Furthermore
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arid
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to
a
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up
grow
Adjutant
tle farms?" Yes, generous living, ly
Wash.,
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Seattle,
Reof
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of
the
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stu71000 orlginai pensions to the has intimated that all leaders of the Albert Schaneman of the local
cludlng
including about everything you find which cannot be abolished until
police
wife and soldiers of the
pulbic, and his
great war, others be-- Western Federation of Miners in tne force was shot and killed at midnight
.on the bill of fare of an ordinary hotel. pendous injustice shall have been daughter. I alsocharming
consider it an addifor Mexican war service, widows, district will be arrested and held as by William S. Thomas, one of the
regions of the done to the American people.
,1a the
tional honor to introduce to you Gen- ing
minors increase, etc. speak volumes prisoners until the strike is broken.
That is precisely what is happening eral John C. Black and I know
Southwest this is literally true, from
three men who held up Villiard bar
you
the olives of the first course to the now. From Canada to Mexico, and will listen with attention to his ad- for his administrative capacity, ability "I shall cause the arrest of General Saturday night. Thomas and hfs com
and fidelity.
raisins and walnuts of the last. For from the Rocky mountains to the Pa- dress. I now have the honor of
Bell, General Chase and certain mem- panion were recognized by Schaneman
intro; ' General Black was elected
e
where the farmer has perfect control cific coast, speculators and adventurbers of the mine owners association,'.' on his beat as answering the descripC.
to
General
John
Black,
you,
from the state of Illinois said Engley today, "and shall prose- tion of the highwaymen and called on
of the moisture he can realize the ers are taking up the lands which ducing
the eminent and distinguished comma1892.
He
served for the northern cute them on charge of criminal con- them to halt. Thomas dodged into a
in
most perfect diversification of crops. they can never use, at least for the nder-in-chief
of the Grand Army of
district of Illinois from 1895 to 1899. spiracy. I shall also bring civil suit doorway and as the officer pursued the
He does not let it rain on the just and highest purposes. They can make the Republic, an
which
to
organization
d
the unjust, but turns the water on the stock farms, and so hold for
we owe more than any other in the He was a member of the board of against them for damages for false other fugitive shot him in the head.
for
is
needed
soil
which
that
be
beasts
the
may
vines,
Other officers hearing the shooting
strawberry
tianagers for the National Homes for imprisonment."
country."
twelve
soldiers
disabled
for
volunteer
came up and Thomas was arrested
Seeds
later
thirsty, and lets it run past the sugar-lieet- s men, women and children; or they can
applica
granted
Judge
Tribute to Veterans.
whith crave only the uninter- sell out their "property' to the real
years. He is president of the board tion for habeas corpus and made but his companion escaped.
a
trib
Black
General
glowing
paid
of trustees of the Illinois Soldiers' and writs returnable on Friday morning.
rupted sunshine that they may pacrf homeseekers to whom it now belongs. ute to the veterans
of the civil war, Sailors' Home and
Will the American people countetheir tiny cells with sacharine matpresident of the Sheriff Robertson made a demand for NOTED ABOLITIONIST
nance a continuance of this outrage? and to the great nation, made possible Illinois Vicksburg Park Commission. the prisoners and it was formally reter.
DEAD IN CHICAGO.
All the laws of the universe are Will they not, on the contrary, over- by their laying aside the peaceful pur- Altogether General Black has given fused by General Chase.
111.,
Sept. 14 Charles
Chicago,
or
for
in
three
of
life
suits
two,
1861,
about twenty years' services for
Off for Cripple Creek.
working together to produce in the whelm the next Congress with a deof
Pfister
Ky., a friend of
Maysville,
arms
to
for their
take up
arid Tegion of the West the highest mand for the immediate repeal of the four years,
without fee or reward.
14 The Pueblo Cassius M. Clay and John C. Fremont,
Pueblo,
Colo.,
Sept.
the
and
cause,
perpetuate
country's
litcommutation
desert land law, the
For many years General Black has company of the militia is starting by and an abolitionist of note in Kentucky
triumph of agriculture that is, the
tle farm owned and tilled by the pro- clause of the homestead law, and the union of states. He said in part:
practiced law in Chicago.
th3 2:50 train this afternoon, presum- in the ante belluni days, is dead here
"For the first time since the close
prietor and his family and rewarding timber and stone act, in accordance
ably to relieve a portion of the state at the home of his son Walter B.
their industry with a generous living. with the urgent recommendations of of the civil war, the Grand Army of 50 PERSONS INJURED
militia at Cripple Creek. It is known Pfister. He was 84 years of age and
the Republic comes forward, and asks
But the laws which Congress has President Roosevelt?
that
the company's orders are to go to had a stormy career before the war.
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Kansas bobs up as a sum
mer resort. The Topeka State Jour
SfijiTS FE
nal says: "Kansas is developing into
a
better summer resort than Colorado.
PUBLISHERS
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING
COMPANY,
All that is needed now is a few sumprices."
Editor mer hotels with the attendant
MAX. FROST
This, will not appeal to a person who
PAUL A. F. WALTER
a summer in Colorado and
Associate Editor, has spent
one
who
has
spent a summer in New
CHARLES M. STAUFFER .. Manager Mexico
realizes that Colorado is out' Entered as Second Class matter at classed.
the Santa Fe Postofflce.
While those thirteen Tucson Inare sojourning at school in Santa
dians
newsThe New Mexican is the oldest
Fe they might explain to the New
evto
sent
is
Mexico.
It
in
New
paper
Mexicans why Arizona is opposed to
ery postofflce in the Territory, and has
Phoenix (Ariz.) En
a large and growing circulation among joint statehood.
of ideas is alAn
exchange
terprise.
the Intelligent and progressive people
in
sometimes
and
ways
interesting
of the Southwest.
structive. When the Indians return to
Tucson they may explain to the Ari- -

W

Arid now

Mother' g Girl.

There exists often a very beautiful
companionship between the mother and
me intimacy is iranK,
ner uaugnter.
But some day
free ana sympathetic.
the mother feels as if something had
The child is
chilled this intimacy.
silent and sad, and seems to shun her
mother instead of
seeking her.
This change very
often occurs when
the young girl is
crossing the border line of woman
hood. She is mor
bid, nervous, fear.
fill, as she enters
upon this new experience.
The use of Dr.
Pierce's Favorite
Prescription at
such a time will
do more than
the normal
balance of mind
and body. It will
establish the womanly function upon
a basis of sound
health, as well as
improve the appe
tite, nourish the nerves, and promote
the general physical liealtn
two years ago my aaugnter Dealt n began
to fail." writes Mrs. Dan Hall, of Brodhead.
Green Co., Wis. "Everything that could be
utougai ox was aonc to neip ner Dm u was or no

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
zonians why New Mexico is opposed
25 to
Daily, per week, by carrier
joint statehood.
$1 00
Daily, per month, by carrier
75
Says the Silver City Independent:
Daily per month, by mail
4 00 "William E.
ranchClark, a well-to-dDally, six months, by mail
7
50
mail
on
man
one
the
Gila, has purchased the
year, by
Daily,
2 00 old Jones property and has moved his
Daily, three months, by mail
25 family to Silver City to give his chilmonth
Weekly, per
75 dren the benefit of the city's excellent
Weekly, per quarter
100
public schools." Some day the New
six
months
Weekly,
2 00 Mexican hopes to print similar items.
Weekly, per year
Santa Fe has good schools but not the
school buildings that will attract out
se. When she began to complain she was
siders to move here on account of the quite
stout; weighed 170 the picture of good
union(w)i.abcE
health, until about the age of fourteen: then in
public facilities.
was
six months she was so run down her
re

o

weight
but jo. I felt I could not give her up as she
me omy cnua 1 naa, ana 1 must say, moNew York's trade is threatened by was that
only for your ' Favorite Prescription '
made by tor,
tnv daughter would have been in her crave to
HOW THESE DEMOCRATS LOVE the determined effort being
f
bottle the
Whan
she had taken
esday.
the New Orleans board of trade to
natural function was established and we bought
ONE ANOTHER.
two
a
in
bottles
Crescent
the
another
all, and
only
in
one,
tablish
City
making
grain
As if Bryan's
she completely recovered. Since then she is as
of
the
the
after
pattern
exchange
anas
can
be."
well
to
was not certain enough
defeat,
1

one-hal-

other split has taken place in the already badly demoralized Buck-EyDemocracy. John J. Lentz,
of Conand
W.
Bookwalter
J.
and
gress
held
for governor,
an important conference recently
and as a result thereof sent to
said Johnson a message containing an
ultimatum to force John H. Clarke, a
e

free-silve-

r

New York exchange, and to make an
open bid for Ue trade of the vast
grain growing belts in the northwest.,
middle west, and southwest. This effort on the part of the New Orleans
board of trade to thus enlarge the export business of the city is being
watched with interest by railroad and
steamship companies.

The Common Sense Medical Adviser,
pages, in paper covers, is sent free
on receipt 01 zi one-cestamps iu pay
expense of mailing only. Address Dr.
Y.
N.
R. V. Pierce, Buffalo,

,

free-silve-

t,

'hold-enough-

separate

statehood.--

'

-

Tom; Johnson got the v Democratic
nomination for Governor- - of Ohio and
Senator Hanna got well in a hurry.
,

Lord Shaftesbury eclaretlTat "the
Shamrock is " jolly weH" 4h best
boat." But Sjir Thomas, is used to be
:
"V(
ing jollied.
.

Emperor Francis sJo'seph seems to
have" gotten over- his desire" to resign
as king of Hungary.
Probably his
liver works better than ft" did ten
'
.
days ago.
"":r',f?
-

--

Tls said, the Filipinos do not tajie
'
kindly to the new coins minted by
Uncle Sam. Alamogordo News. The
prevailing idea of the average Filipino
is that he will take kindly to anything
';
lay his hands on.
'

'he-ca-

,.

-

;

1

-

e
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EUGENE A. FISKE,

Attorney and Counselor at Law,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Supreme and District Court Practice.

San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.

BENJAMIN M. READ,
Attorney-at-Law-

I

A. F. SPIEGELBERG

.

-

A south side lady, whom we wni
call Mrs. Blank, was much perturbed
the other day by a note and a loaf of
bread. A friend of the family sent a
loaf of bread made from some new
health flour to the Blank residence
with the following note: "Mr." Blank
3ut with a sharp knife." Mrs. Blank,
thinking her husband badly injured
hurried down town in search of him,
hoping to hear his beloved voice once
more ere it was wafted to its eternal
home. When she finally found him

Palaep

Ata

WILLIAM McKEAN,

Attorn
Practice in all the Courts, Taos, N.
ev-af-- T

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios

ML

J. McPHRRSOM
Practices in ail the
Courts in the Territory.
Santa Fev
W.

Attorney-atLaw-

.

New Mexico.
WILLIAM

J0 J0 J0

H. H. LLEWELLYN,

Attorney-at-Law- .

Mon. nr..t
" J .ion
Blankets, Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen DistrictLfl.a Prnnca.
mLAlLU,
for
Dona Ana, Otero.
att6rney
. m
Drawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Garnets
fjrnnr
T..,n
.uuo,
iuu oierra counties
Third Judicial District.
.
and Other Gems.
.

SPECIALTY
To have the best of everything in the line

CHAS. F. EASLEY,

(Late Survevor a
Attorney-at-Law- ,
Santa Fe, N. Bt,
Land and mining business a
specialty

;

hamleYj

tB;

PBHT.-B-

San

Francisco

Street

OUINNESS'S

- E. C.
ABBOTT,
Attorney-at-Law- .

ZXT

W. H. McBRAYER. OLD CROW cod
OLD OSCAR PEPPER KENTUCKY WHISKIES.
OYERHOLT tad OUCKENHEIMER PENN RYE WHISKY.
IRISH AND SCOTCH WHISKIES
AND DISTILLERY BOTTLED WHISKY.
FRENCH COGNAC AND HOLLAND GIN.
CALIFORNIA WINE9 AND BRANDY.
PORTER

AND

Santa Fe
Hew

J

Practices in the rnsrH
ot.a o
preme Courts. Prompt and careful at- kiiwuu
siven 10 au ousiness.
District Attorney for the Counties
of Santa Fe.. Rio A rrihn , Tana
- v.o n r? BUI
Juan. Santa Fe, N. M.

c.

EDWARD

pieiico.

BASSES' ALE.

C.

WADE,
,
Practices in all the courts.
"Mining cases and minoi
M4
Attorney-at-Law-

.

a specialty."
UA.S

CRUCES,

"

nott
"C,li9

NEW MEXICO.

FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney-at-La-

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE
Santa Fe. New Mexico.

(District Attorney 2d Judicial District)
Practices in the District Courts and
the Supreme Court of the Territory, also before the United States
Supreme
Court. In Washington.
ALBUQUERQUE - - NEW MEXICO
A. B. RENEHAN,
Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and District
Court. Mining and Land Law a special
ty. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Building, Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.

OSTEOPATHY

THE 45TH YEAR BEGINS SEP. I, 1903.

DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
Osteopath.
No. 103 Palace Avenue.
Successfully treats acute and chronl
diseases without drugs or medicinee.
No Charge for Consultation.
Hours:
m
.
p. m.
2-- B

TEACHERS' CERTIFIThe College Is empowered by law to issue FIRST-CLAS- S
CATES to its Graduates, which Certificates are to be honored by School Directors in
the Territory of New Mexico.

BRO. BOTULPH,

3
DENTISTS

President.

DR. C. N..LORD,

Kahn Block, over Spitz' Jewelry
Store. South Side of Plaza.

Office,

C. O. HARRISON, D. D. S.,
Office: Over Fischer's Drug Store.

A. P. HOGLE
WW

u tin maker attn

i

Civil Engineers

Funeral Director sgr
OAJLZSTEO

STKBXT

Best of Refeence Given
.;,..;

-

wni urn Him rr'niirnTun-- f

u an BMBALMER.

... RESIDENCE 'PHONE

'..''

"mto"
"mmim;:

'

Night CUa

sppariiia

JAY TURLEY,
Engineer and Surveyor, irrigation Work a Specialty. U. S. Deputy
Mineral Surveyer. Santa Fe, N. M.

mineral water

Notary Public, Stenographer andTypee

Civil

writer. Translations

From Spanish Into English and from
English into Spanish carefully made.

Pure rystal
of the City.

GRANT RIVENBURG.

with

Bee
Satisfaction Guaranteed

Proprietor.

CCtLESALE

Notice for Publication.

'
5,027 T V'
''
Dkpabtmkni of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.. An?. 20. 1903
Notice ia hereby riven that the followinc
namea letxier naa niea notice or ma intention
to make final oroof in lUDnort of hla claim.
and that aaid proof will be made before the
register or receiver at Santa Fe. N. M., on
September 28, 1903, via: Cayetano Chaves, for
the swi4 neM, se?4 nwH. eH awM section 7,
townships north, range 11 east. He name
the following witneaaea to Drove his eon- tiiMiom residence upon and cultivation of,
said land, via : Jose Ortiz. Antonio Sandoval,
Annstacio Chavei, Bernardino Chaves, all of

Our

and
DETAIL

SALT aed

the

(Homestead Entry No.

GalUteo, N.M.

IU

for

U. S.

Attorney
Court of Private Land Claims, Federal '
Building. FRANCISCO DELGADO,
" ;
Santa Fe, N. M.

BJgl EffSCEjl . . .
C2AJLEP

Surveyors

.

141,

.AND.

Parts

&

DAVID M. WHITE,
Civil Engineer.
Designs and specifications for iron
and stone bridges. Railroad, water
works and irrigation engineering.
Office; Governor's Palace, Santa Fe,
"
New Mexico.

Office

All

Plata.

On the
(Successor to Dr. Manley.)

4

The Farmington Hustler and the
Farmington Times have joined heart
and hand and appear now under the
new name of the Farmington TimesHustler. That is much better than
slinging mud at each other. This
union reduces the number of newspapers in New Mexico to seventy, but
there is talk of two or three more
coming put shortly although on the
other hand two or three others are
hanging on the ragged edge and may
drop overboard almost any moment.

N. M

Office Sena Block.

226 San Francisco St., South Side of Plaza.
j& j& & j& 0

Santa' Fe to Glenwodd Springs and re
turn (via Saltda and Leadville) S28.65.
Final return limit' Oct.- 31st, 1003. At
all points except Glen wood Sprinps a fee
nf 2S c.fint.s is e.harjrpd whpn tii'kpts arc
executed for return passage. Stopover
allowed nortn or rueoio ana stopovers
allowed west and south of Pueblo either
direction, for parties desiring to make
the following side trips at one fare for
the round trip, viz: From Sallda to
points between Gunnison and Cimarron;
from Alamosa to points on Creeds
Branch; from Antonito to' Pagosa
Springs. For any further information,
sleeping car reservations etc. call on or
, J. B. DAVIS,
address.
v
Agent. . Delivered Free to
.

,

Santa Fe.

ex-cit- y

LOW RATES

1.

EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Office
in the Capitol.

The Finest Brands of
Everything
Wines and Liquors. The Best Imported and Domestic Oigars. Luxurious Olub Booms. A Cordial Invitation and Courteous Treatment Extended
to Everybody- - Drop in and See for Yourself.

j

O-

11.

searching titles a specialty.

The Most Popular Place of Entertainment in City of Sanfa Fe.

J&

M.

GEO. W. KNAEBEL,
Office In Griffin Block. Collections antf

J. E. LACOJWE, Prop.

Its Influence Has Been Felt By So
Many Santa Fe Readers.
The soothing influence of relief
After, suffering from. Itching Pilesj
From Eczema or any itchiness 6l
the skin,
Makes one feel grateful to the rem
edy.
Doan's Ointment has soothed hun- -

:

1

Attorney at Law, Santa Fe, N.

SOOTHING.

dreds
Here's what one Santa Fe citizon
savs:
c. M. Conknn
clerk, of San
Francisco street says: "There came
to my notice sometime ago a case of
hemorrhoids, commonly called piles
They were of the bleeding protruding
variety and itched intensely. Doan's
Ointment came to the notice of the
THOUGHTS ON THINGS.
party afflicted and was procured at
Ireland's Pharmacy and a course of
Sir Thomas knows something about the treatment given. The first appli
the race problem himself.
cation soothed and a continuance of its
'
;
use for some time longer radically
i
..
..'"--o
Adelina . Patti is to make another disposed of that far too prevalent
farewell tour of the United States.
plague."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cts.
' A
Hungarian artist is painting Mr. Foster MHburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
Rockefeller's
portrait It is needless agents for the United States. Remem
'
to adefit is being done in oil.
ber the'name, Doan's, and take no sub
-stitute.
A consumptive
who came to this
territory several, years ago with but
orte 'lungl now has three.' .. tie married
a New Mexico girl.
From June 5 to October 15 the DenA London paper advises Sir Llpton: ver and Rio Grande Railroad will sell
to points
to cease trying for the cup or his ef- summer excursion ticketsrates:
Santa
named at the following lpw
forts" will "become, a jest." The Brit- Fe to Pueblo
and return, $17.55; Santa
took
them
It.
ishers areprogressing.
Fe to Co'orado Springs and return $19.55;
Santa Fe to Denver and retarn $23.55;
only three years to see this joke.

The Union Condensed Milk company
"The subscription list of the Range
'
has increased fully 200 names in the has been incorporated ., at , Trenton, J. The capital stock is only $1,past six months. We ask no better N.
.
.. ,,.1
v.
j
tftrt AArt uui. i win
uo waucicunum
ouu.uuv
of
this
as
pamerits
to
the
testimony
as
10
cime
lime
ine company pro-- ,
per." Raton Range. No better testimony is required or else the Range gresses.
.'
o
would not ask for it.
General Baldwin has just done, a
160 "miles in
Strange to say Abdul Hamid, sultan little horseback turn of
of Turkey, and the people of New York less than six days with seventy-fivhave the same opinion on the police troopers. .The general is over sixty
to
question. The Sultan does not trust years old and probably wanted
the Constantinople police force and show the recently retirea commander
the people of New York think the that he could do a few Miles himself.
same way when Gotham blue coats are
The candidacy of John H. Clarke
concerned.
as senator to succeed Senator Hanna
One of the questions that should be has been accepted by Mr. Bryan, but.
settled speedily by Mr. Pulitzer's new his election" will 'be excepted by the
'
college of journalism is this: What people of Ohio. The public must not
Mr.
Clarke with
confuse
this
a
and
done
with
should be
politician
who insists that he ought gressman JoTiri B. Clark of Missouri,
not to be compelled to pay his sub whose portrait 'appears in the adverof a patent medicine conscription to the newspapers which are tisements
'
"'''"'
cern. '"
called upon by .him for support?

MAX. FROST,

THE OXFORD CLUB

;

SO

CARDS.

Attorneys at Law.

nt

she was so pale and frightened that
he thought something had happened
to the baby and it took several mo
ments of mutual explanations to get
The
The wheat yiel- -j of from fifty to the matter straightened out:
to
cut
meant
bread
the
friend
8,simply
and
the
sixty bushels to the acre,
000 to 9,000 carloads of potatoes ship with a sharp knife.
ped from the Greeley district, as the
in
The Spokane Spokesman-Revieresult of the installation of an irriga
tion system are proof conclusive what an account of the recent visit of John
could be accomplished in the agricul- D. Rockefeller, Jr., to that city de
tural line in the Santa Fe valley, and scribes him thus: "He is a modest
on the arid lands of the Territory of appearing young man, smooth shaven
New Mexico, in the event of the pro- - medium size and chunky, with glasses
visions of the irrigation law, being ex- - we topped otr a dark suit or ciotnes
tended to New Mexico. The agricul- - and whlte tie, in which sparkled
tural resources would not only be in- - horseshoe of diamonds, with a dinky
Bet he looked too
creased a hundred fold, but the plac- - "ttle white cap.
ine of the new arid lands under culti- - cute for anything in that dinky little
vation would materially increase the white cap
wealth and resources of the Territory.

:

PROFESSIONAL

V&SiaV

1.008

to withpronounced
draw from the race for United States
Senator, and stating that if Clarke
does not withdraw, their wing (and by
the way how many wings has the Democratic bird now) will not feel it incumbent on itself to support the ticket. Have not these malcontents heard
'
that their master W. J. Bryan has
formally approved of Clarke's candidacy, or is this an act of open rebellion against his authority? It will add
to the gaiety of nations to hear the
r
defending a deapostle of
and his lieutenfiant
ants, Lentz and Bookwalter denouncing him for upholding a rebel against
the Chicago and Kansas City platThe imports of raw silk into this
forms and the hallowed ratio of 16 to
Mr. Book-wait- country during the past fiscal year
1. It is understood that
desires to be a candidate for amounted to $50,000 000, about half of
the
Senator himself and hence the demand which came from Japan. Whhecounfor the withdrawal of Clarke. This is manufacture of silk goods in this
is a demonstrated success, the proextremely humorous as there is no try
more chance of the election of either duction of raw silk, wherever underthan there is of mixing oil and water, taken, for diverse reasons, has al
or of uniting Cleveland and Bryan in ways failed as a commercial proposiThe department of agriculture
support of any possible policy. It Is a tion.
which
is
experimenting along this line,
very pretty quarrel as it stands and it
would be a great pity to prevent its would do well to turn its attention toNew Mexico, where the climate is simbeing fought out to the bitter end. ilar to
Syria, where the silk worms
Therefore "lay on Macduff and damare grown in abundance, and to per- .'
med be he who first cries
"
fectibn." The raising of the silk worm
"
in this Territory can be carried on sue-- :
New Mexico and' Arizona are agreed cessfully, as the climatic conditions
on the statehood proposition that is are favorable in the extreme.
Gold-Democr-

J 4, J 903.

EEG).

Only Exclusive Grain House In City

'

aiASDai.it.

utbbo. rterister.

facilities are complete

the prompt production of ' "
Pamphlet, Catalogue,,,
and General Printing and
Binding. We do only the Best grades of
work and solicit the business of firms and
individuals dasiiin "aomsthing abova
the ordinary" at aimply a consistent rata
lot the character of wors w turn out.
An orders promptly attended to, aasl
astimBtM furnished on application
;CAtf VsUSTXVOOtV

Santa Fe New Mexican, Monday, September 4, 903.

DO YOU SEE THE POINT

go to KAADT'S fob

MINES AND MILLS

t
ZJ

Indian and Mexican Ctiutes.
LARGE STOCK NAVAJO BLANKETS

Our Photographic Parlors located on the second
floor one door south of our Curio Emporium, is
the best fitted in the city. The very latest
styles and features of the art are employed.
s
Views for Sale Wholesale or Retail.
We Have
First-Clas-

rIEW KIICO

IPTOTK

fniLITIlRT

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO.
Established and Supported by the Territory.
Eastern Colleges. New
and equipments modern and complete ;
all conveniences.
Session is three terms of
LAUNDRY, $200 per session.

SIX MEN INSTRUCTORS,

steam-heate-

fcaifdiags, all furnishings
;

gas-light-

baths,

al! graduates ol Standard

water-work-

TUITION, BOARD AND

thirteen weeks each.
ROSWELL Is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
Nathan Jaffa, W. M. Reed, R. S. Hamilton, J. C. Lea and E. A. Cahoon.
REGENTS
COL. J. W. WILLSON, Supt.
For particulars address
l;

3E

We make a Specialty of conveying tourists- to all
Interest in and near tne uxy-

points oi

Our Equipment and Stock
are Unexcelled in the West, and not Equaled in Santa Fe
DON

AVKSTWX.

GASPAH

1
TafilR WinfiS

1 U1I1U

JU IJJUWt

at "OUR PLACE
Will Be found a Full Line of Table Winea far Family Trade.
:
:
:
Orders by Telephone Will Be Promptly Filled : :

Santa Fe,

W. R. PRICE. Prop.

Jo Ej Sheridan. United States mine
Inspector for New Mexico, has been to
Gold Gulch near Silver City to examine the big strike that was recently
reported from that camp and has
written for the Silver City independ
resume of the activient a
ties there. As he is an authority upon
mining subjects, the New Mexican rere
prints the following condensed
view of the article:
"Gold trulch. Is the oldest gold min- inz camn in the United States. The
Spaniards mined for gold in the slates
and along the contact fissures or uoid
enilr.h. In the debris of some of the
old dumps are trees over a hundred
years old showing that the mines were
abandoned that long ago. Within the
memory of old residents, abandoned
arrastras were to be seen in the district. The operation of the gold
mines was probably contemporaneous
with the operation or tne copper
mines at Santa Rita by the Spaniards.
The slate formation in which the Spaniards worked contains gold varying
from 50 cents to $5 per ton; in some
places rich streaks being found run
and even
ning into the hundreds
thousands of dollars per ton. About a
year ago Hamilton, Sanders & Jackson found very rich gold ore within 50
feet of where the recent rich strike
was made. Two months ago Sanders
and Cornell took a lease upon the
ground and sank a shaft. This shaft
is on the Pactolus and after passing
through the gravelly debris in the
gulch, reached bedrock immediately
at the contact of the igneous and sedimentary rocks. A body of ore from
1 to 2 feet in width was found which
runs from 5 to lu ounces gold per ton
ore; the first-clas- s
in the second-clas- s
ore being paid for at the El Paso
smelting works on a basis of 221-1- 0
ounces of gold per ton. A sample tak
en recently gave returns of 105 ounces
of gold per ton.
"Immediately after this discovery,
Owens Bros, leased from" Sanders,
Hamilton & Jackson the north end of
the Owl location. At a depth of less
than 15 feet the ore vein was encountered and is continuous to the present
depth of 35 feet Two shafts have
been sunk on the lease, fifty feet apart
am the ore is continuous between.
The ore is from 15 inches to 2 feet in
of which is
thickness, about one-hal- f
ore, the remaind
sacked as first-clas- s
ore.
Large
er being second-clas- s
masses broken from the ore body
shnwRd free eold plentifully sprinkled
in the zinc blend. The two shafts on
this lease are connected by the drift
ore
and fully ten tons of first-clas- s
have thus far been taken out. Sloping has been commenced full length
between those two shafts. In a total
worked length of less than 100 feet on
these two mines, the depth not exceeding 35 feet, there has been extracted ore to the value of more than
four-colum- n

?15,-000- ."

N. M.

(MftltICm

Horace Moses and M. V. Portwood
s
interest
have purchased a
in the Owl claim and are sinking a
shaft on the south end. This' shaft
la started fifteen feet above the other
shafts and is down about 35 feet, hav
ing reached the zinc blende base
which appears to carry the gold.
George W. Sanders has sold his oneTO
third interest in the Owl to Johnston
Robertson of Easton, Texas, and Will
Fallow Vkm Flag:
iam Craig of Lone mountain for $5,000
NIAGARA
LOUIS
cash. Sanders still retains his Interest with Cornell in the Pactolus. A
FALLS
CHICAGO
boiler and pumping plant is now on the
NEW YORK ground.
On the Lucky Bill north of and ad
DETROIT
the Owl, Dud G. Gibson of St.
joining
'
BOSTON Louis and
BUFFALO
Jeorge Easton of buver
City are sinking a shaft. The shart
is down 35 feet but being on a higher
.
Xi
A.2JTXJ
level will have to be sunk deper to
the ore level. Gibson and East
from Kansas City or
Tbe Shortest and Only Line EnnnlnR Over Its Own Track
a bond upon this mine as well
on
have
Conveniences.
St. Louis to Niagara, Fall, and Buffalo. With All Modern
as the Dutch Uncle which takes in
1,500 feet of the contact' vein upon
end of the Owl or 3,000 feet in all.
each
Time and Service Unexcelled
of Silver City leased from
B.
F.
Three Solid Fast Through Trains Dally Easton Copp
and Gibson a portion of the
Dutch Uncle adjoining the Owl.
In the cele,
allowed on all tickets via Niagara Fidla. Meals served
Stop-ove- r
The formation in whicn the ore ocof Couoon curs is a vertical
Information
Cars."
Inquire
furtner
For
slip at the contact
Wabash Palace Dining
Departme.t.
dike has cut through
P. P. KITCHCOCIC, Oen.r.1 A,e
an
where
igneous
addreaa
or
Agent,
DENVER. COLORADO.
ine
a Silurian slate and limestone,
dike which forms the hanging wall
is impregnated with iron pyrites to a
distance of forty feet or more rrom
Table
and
the contact, the mineralization in this
Cuisine
ejaovated anil RefuiUnexcelled
ervice
locality being much greater near the
TnraushoM.
contact. Assay of this rock gives
traces of gold with from 2 to 6 ounces
of silver. "The rich gold values of the
bonanza ground are found In zinc
blende with an occasional admixture
or iron pyrites. The rich ores carry
WILLIAM VAUOHH, PROF.
about seven per cent of lead In the
of galena.
form
Many dikes cut
flen.
Commercial
far
Boons
,
Sample
through the slates and limestones of
"
New
:
this, district; gold silver, lead and
Fe,
zinc are found in many places and it
is far within the range of possibilities
that other similar rich concentra- tions of gold may be found.
immrmi

two-third-

ST.

.

CITIES.

.S-X--

rh

Pn,er

Ske.
w7
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The Palace Hotel

large

Seat

Mexico

;

REMINGTON TYPEWRITERS
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO., Dealers.

Santa Fe

-
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New Mexico

WHITE'S CREAM

VERHIFUGE
Fcr 20 Yesrs

Vcra Rcm:dl:j.
Ca Led ell
a.XaX

aoXiD ST
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JAMES F. DALLARD, St.

GOLD IN THE BLACK HILLS.
The Burlington Route has recently
issued a
booklet bearing the
IT WILL PAY YOU TO STEP AROUND THE CORNER FOR YOUR
title "Mines and Mining in the Black
Hills."
The book is one which should be
read by every mining man in ColoCar.
rado. It gives more information about
Jersey Cream Flour Has Never Failed. We can sell you a Sack or
has
Hills
than
the mines of the Black
ever before been placed between two
covers. A copy will be mailed free
-Bon application to the undersigned.
GROCER- S-!
The Black Hills need Colorado men
and money. Several of the shrewdest
men in this state have' already invest
Water and Galisteo Sta
PROMPT DELIVERIES.
No. 40.
ed heavily in the Hills. The results Telephone,
so far have been more than satisfac
tory. The completion of the Burling
ton's new line to the Northwest brings
the Black Hills within a night's ride
of Denver. You can leave Denver to
night and be in Deadwood or Lad
City tomorrow afternoon.
G. W. VALLERY,
Gen'l Agent, Burlington Route, DenAll Kinds of Building Material.
ver, Colo.
e

i.

KINSELL

&

CO.

AKERS

CHARLES W. DUDROW,

SPRAINS.
Texas, writes,
"My wrist was
sprained so badly by a fall that it was
useless; and after using several rem
edies that failed to give relief, used
Ballard's Snow Liniment, and was
I earnestly recommend it to
cured.
any one suffering from sprains " 25c,
50c, $1. Sold by Fischer Drug Co.

TRANSFER AND STORAGE

S.. A. Read, Cisco,
1901:
March
11,

We Haul Everything that is Movable.

:F3a.oaa.e

For this occasion the Santa Fe will
sell tickets to Baltimore an eturn at a
rate of $55.50 for the round trip, dates
.

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Stationery,
Grain, Floar and Potatoes
Sondries.
Grocers'
Patent Medicines and
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL ORDERS.

SANTA FE,

MlUW5!l

Topeka, Kans.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

V. 3. BAUER,

"The Grand Canon of Arizona," a
superbly illustrated volume of 124 pages. Fifty cents a copy. Apply to H. S.
Lutz, city agent of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway in the Catron Block.
MEXICO

Al.

lay in your
coal and get good, clean stock,
and have it when you want it.

NOW is trie time to

Manager.

M.

STOMACH TROUBLE.
"I have been troubled with my stom
ach for the past four years" says D.
L. Beach, of Clover Nook Farm, Green
field, Mass. "A few days ago I was
induced to buy a box of Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets. I have
taken part of them and feel a great
deal better." If you have any trouble
with your stomach try a box of these
Tablets. You are certain to be pleased
with the result. Price 25 cents. For
sale by all druggists.

COLORADO-NE-

IN.

GOAI

of sale fron New Mexico points Sept.
16th, 17th and 18th, good for return
passage until Oct. 3d, 1903.
W. J. BLACK, G. P. A.,

Santa Fe.'N.

JUL

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHAT IS LIFE?
In the last analysis nobody knows,
but we do know that it is under strict
Abuse that law even slightly,
law.
pain results. Irregular liver means
derangement of the organs, resulting
headache and liver
in constipation,
trouble. Dr. King's New Life Pills
It is gentle
quickly readjusts this.
yet thorough. Only 25c at Fischer's
LODGE, I. 0. 0.F.
Baltimore, Md., Sept. 21st 28th.

SANTA FEand CERRILLOS, N.

35.

IINCORPORATED I

RINGLING BROS.' SHOWS.
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 9, For
this occasion the Santa Fe will sell
tickets to Albuquerque and return at
a rate of $4.15 lor the round trip,
limited to
dates of sale October-9- ,
October 10. H. S. Lutz, Agent, Santa
Fe, iS. M.

SOVEREIGN GRAND

DOORS

SASH

LUMBER

RUSH ORDERS RECEIVE

PROMPT ATTENTION.

TELEPHONE, 45.

Temporary Office with Leo Hersch.
The mnt
it ml

Electric

IobuUmI

onvntmIy

flri-lr- f

ouly
UuMl In ttawclty.

bath

Ua-b-

liarj plumbing

umii-hn-

throng-bout-

,

al

ETMTtblna- OP to
-

Oeorge E. Ellis, Proprietor

1

CLAIRE
i

THK

I

FAIR.

America

w EarosMa

Mm

Durango, Colo., on September
and 22 the D. i R. G. railroad will sell
tickets good to return until September 29. See posters for particulars.
J. is. DAVIS, Agent.
21

Wtftaf TalagrafA

The New Mexican Printing company
Is headquartera for engraved carda da
vlsite and wedding lnvitatiuns in New
Mexico. Get. 71'jr work done Kbt and
you will be wlfiawxi In vry particular
New Mexican want and miscellaneous ads always bring good results,
place among the family o states but
,

f

It is an admitted fact that real estate,

w rr

jaitaaikfci

CHICHESTKK'S ENGLISH
Vl MMUM cr. fW
ribta. Take atkmmA
IaM
mImUm
tlniZ But of jmm Drauln. or mtai 4. m
Mil fcr P.rtlnilM Tt.tlMitaU
l

KED Ml

itk bla

nl 'B.Hrf

Iter

P. F. HANLEY

FincViiics,Licniofs&Cigafs
and Native Wines for Family
Use.

Cheap Bates to New York.

The Mexican Central haa recently
placed on sale tickets to New York and
return going via the Mexican Central
to either Vera Cruz or Tampico; thence
via the famous Ward Steamship Line
to New York. The return will be by
rail over any line to El Paso. The entire trip covering thousands of miles,
can be made for J122.50. A more delightful trip cannot be planned as atop
over privileges are allowed and the tic
the
kets are good for one year from
date of sale. The trip Includes the City
of Mexico, the "Paris of America,"
Moro
Havana,-Cuba- ,
and its famous
Castle, Newport and a dozen of the
largest citiea of the United States.
Further information can be secured by
addressing W. S. Mead, C. R. Hudson,
The New Mexican Printing Company general passenger agent, or W. D.
naa the only bindery In the territory Murdock, assistant general passenger
where flrat class loose leaf ledgers are agent.
A aniall gasoline engine, new, tor Bale
manufactured. Merchants and business
ir
the New Mexican Printing
books
the
auch
for
by
firms, requiring
IT o- - writ
rv
nrlw
t
ad.
coming year, should Immediately
dress this company and they will find
that the best work at the lowest prices
in the southwest will be done for them
If they order from this company.
financial men and merchants all say
that Quickest and best results are ob
tained bv advertising In the "New
Mexican."

ETC.

PROVISIONS,

GROCERIES,

com-tMT-

"

CLEAN AND SWEET EVERY MORNING. We run the only Daily
the Right
Bread, Cake and Pie Delivery in the City. The Only Way is
the
of
said
Delivery.
Way. Enough
THE QUALITY Try Us. " The Proof of the Pudding is in the Eat
ing Thereof."

Imported Old Crow, McBrayer. Guekenheimer Rye, Taylor
OUR SPECIALTIES
and Patten, Old Jordan and Monogram. Ky., Wbiatoe.
SANTA

SAN FRANCISCO STREET

FE, N. M.

Spring, Summer,
Winter.
Autumn,
ft EVERYTHING WHOLESALE RETAIL
&

"ANYTHUTQ

AI BLAIN'S BAZAAR
J. H. BLAIN. Sflnta Fe. N.

J. WEINBERGER
W MESICO.

BOTTTH

SIDE FIiZZJL,

FE, NS

Our Motto is to Sell the Bes

WINES, LIQUORS, CIGARS
For the Least Possible Money

Famfly Trade Solicited.
Buy your Goods Here
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
(

Telephone No. 04

.

4

Santa Fe New Mexican, Monday, September J4, J 903.
it
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SflLJHOfl

JMHJN

AND RETAIL DEALERS

WHOLESALE

J
J

PERSONAL MENTION 2
fct

Carl J. Probst is quite ill at St.

Vin-

cent's hospital.
E. B. Field paymaster of the Santa
Fe Central, is confined to his home by

IN

illness.
s
Samuel Golding, a merchant at
is in the city looking after business affairs
A. G. Kennedy, F. E. Dunlavy and
Arthur Milby, lett over the Santa Fe
Central last evening for Torrance.
P. F. Knight, chief telegraph operator for the Santa Fe Central, is very
ill at his home on the south side.
Judge Henry L. Waldo, solicitor for
the Santa Fe railway lines in New
Mexico, is in the city on legal busi
ness.
W. P. Clarke, land and industrial
agent of the Santa Fe Central, ieft
last evening for Estancia on company
Cer-rillo-

Dry-GoodslMi- of.

SCHOOL BOYS' SUIT SALE!
During this and the coming week
we will hold a SPECIAL SALE
of SCHOOL CLOTHING.
Boys'
School Suits Extra Pants, Caps,

Shirts, Collars, Vests, Etc
all will be sold at

,

Etc,,

CUT PRICES.
This sale will be for
of the school boys.

business

the benefit

We are SOLE AGENTS for the
Famous HAMILTON - BROWN
SHOE CO. Our American Ladies'
American Gentlemen, Girls' and
Boys' School Shoes cannot be
equaled. A Guarantee with every
pair that leaves our establishment.

GIVE US A CALL AND BE CONVINCED.

SAN FRANCISCO

STREET.

P.

0.

BOX 255.

CHOICE FOODS.
Away up In quality, away down in
price, is the only kind we carry. To
live well doesn't mean to live extrava- -

It all depends upon where
you buy your supplies and the prices
you pay for them. We sell the best
and purest at less prices than you will
gantly.

pay for poorer quality.
Cervelat

New

Sausage,

Mackerel,

Imported Swiss Cheese.

Mrs. E. A. Turner of Madrid, has
joined her husband, who is on duty
here as a member of the United States
petit jury.
George F Albright, de facto assessor
of Bernalillo County, is here on bus!
ness connected with the Territorial
board of equalization.
E. L. Critchlow, cashier of the Santa
Fe Central returned this morning
from Albuquerque, where he has been
on a visit to friends
W. H. Fritchman, manager for the
Santa Fe Water and Light company,
was entertained at dinner yesterday
by Mayor and Mrs. Sparks.
Prof. H. H. Johnson, superintendent
at the Jicarilla Apache agency at
Dulce is in the city as a witness in a
case pending before the United States
court.
Hon. James S. Duncan, public print
er, is here from the Meadow City and
attended the meeting of the Territorial
board of equalization in the Capital
today.
Charles F. Easley, Esq., attorney for
the New Mexico Fuel and Iron company here has returned from a short
visit to his former home at Harrison-ville- ,

S- - IKIjUZLSTIE

San Francisco St.

Sc

...GROCERS...

B. J. PALBN, President.

CO- -

Telephone 26.

J. H. VAUGHN, Cubist.

HENRY L. WALDO, Vfc

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

FORT LOGAN SOLDIERS
AT THE PUEBLO FAIR
Pueblo, Colo., Sept. 14 Two hun
dred and fifty soldiers of the Second
United States infantry, in command o.
Capt. Thomas H. Wilson, arrived here
this morning, having marched overland from Fort Logan near Denver.
They are in excellent condition, cool
weather having prevailed during their
120 mile march. They went into camp
at the state fair grounds and will hold

practice drills during the

fair

week.

this

-

ftnrl

npHehorl

1n

tVia
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Robert P. Ervien, Esq., a well inches of snow fell and mucn
damage
known citizen of Clayton, came in was done.
from the north yesterday to attend the
sessions of the Territorial board of SURRENDERED TO I HE
equalization here today.
UNITED STATES MARSHAL,
New York, Sept. 14 Isaac McGie
Martin Lonman, a leading mer
chant of Las Cruces, was among yes han and George H. Huntington, of the
Columbia Supply company, who were
terday's arrivals in town. He is
member of the Territorial board of indicted in Washington in connection
with postal scandals, surrendered
equalization.
Walter L. Miller son of D. L. Miller, themselves to United States Marshal
superintendent of the capitol grounds Henkel in this city today.
and buildings, leaves this evening for
Socorro where he will enter the SENATOR SCOTT ILL
AT COLORADO'S CAPITAL
bcnool of Mines
14 United
uenver, uolo., Sept.
H. S. Kaune of the thriving grocery
firm of Kaune & Co., returned Satur States Senator Nathan B. Scott,
west Virginia, who arrived in this
vacation
day from a
last night, suffering from an at
city
which he spent in San Diego, Cal. He
iacK oi malarial fever, is a very sick
is much Improved in health.
man. It was stated at noon today that
E. G. Corbett, agent for the El Paso nis condition is
regarded as serious:
& Northeastern at Torrance, and G.
Diu nis pnysiclans hope to Dull him
Lambert, went from Estancia to, Tor through.
rance last evening, over the Santa Fe
Central to attend court at Lincoln.
WILL INVESTIGATE
B. Ruppe, a prominent druggist of
INDIAN TERRITORY
D. C.
14Albuquerque, went over the Santa Fe
Washington,
Sent.
Central last evening, en route to Alananes Joseph Bonaparte, has been
mogordo, to attend the grand lodge selected by Secretary Hitchcock to
take charge of the investigation of af
meeting of the Knights of Pythias.
Alejandro Sandoval of Albuquerque, fairs and officials in the Indian Terri
member of the Territorial board of tory that come under the jurisdiction
arrived in the Capital oi the interior department.
equalization,
last evening and was present at the
sessions of the board which
comOFFICIAL MATTERS.
menced here today.
Mrs. A. Harsch, Mrs. E. A. Whitson
Sierra County Taxes.
and Mrs. J. Bailer, Albuquerque ladies
John C. Plemmons, treasurer of
are in the Capital to attend the reception and bean bake in honor of Gen Sierra County, today turned over to J
H. Vaughn, Territorial treasurer, tax
John C. Black.
es amounting to $287.60.
G. A. Richardson, Esq., president of
Examination Reports Received.
the New Mexico Irrigation CommisCol. J. Francisco Chaves, Territorial
sion, has gone to Ogden, Utah, to atInstruction
tend the National Irrigation congress superintendent of public
luimy received me examination re
which meets there tomorrow.
ports of teachers, from San Miguel
Superintendent J. H. Harris of the County.
Santa Fe Central, and James H.
Territorial Board of Equalization
Nicholson were the dinner guests yesine territorial board of
terday of Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Keyes at tion met this afternoon at theequaliza
capitol
their residence in the Ortiz housed
at 2:30 o'clock and in accordance
August Reingardt, superintendent with law. The following members
of bridges and buildings of the "Santa were
present: J. S. Duncan, Las Ve
Fe Central, moved his family into San- gas; Martin
Lohman, Las Cruces;
ta Fe from Kennedy on Saturday Venceslao Jaramillo,
El Rito; Robert
where they will make their future
Ervein, Clayton; Alejandro Sando
'
home.
val, Albuquerque; James F. ainkle
A. J. King manager of the Alamo-gordRoswell, and J. A. Mahoney, Deming.
Improvement company arrived no business was transacted and the
this morning from the capital of Otero board adjourned until 10 o'clock to
County via the Santa Fe Central to at- morrow forenoon.
tend to business before the Territorial
board of equalization.
B. Ruppe of Albuquerque, president
of the association of Volunteer FireHonesty is the easiest policy
men of New Mexico, also prominent
in Elks and Knights of Pythias circles too.
two-month-

8ABTA FE, MEW MEXICO

United

1

States Designated Depositary.

j.

lowitzkl,

ttt.
Livery, Feed and Sale Stable
mw

eauo. TTim in ilai

HACKS AND VEHICLES PROMPTLY

FURNISHED.

Carefol Drivers for Tourist Parties. Everything First-clas-

s.

TELEPHONE 57.
you want to buy anything, if you want to sell anything, if you
to rent a house, if you want your house rented, or if you lose
anything, advertise in the NEW MEXICAN.

If
u-a-

W. A. McKENZIE

o

CHE GREAT MAJESTIC
O

g

tt

$F

3MAJE5TIC
st.uuis.
jg
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pagan

jA,NJ5TIC
MFG. EH.

f
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jJJ

Screen Doors
and Window
Screens,
Screen Wire
All Sizes,

spent yesterday in the city visiting

Ice Chests,

of Alamogordo,
re
turned last evening from Albuquerque,
making connections with the Santa
Fe Central at Kennedy, for Torrance
and his El Paso & Northeastern con
nections.

Refrigerators,
$

m

THE GREAT MAJESTIC

Ice Cream

Freezers and
Winter to

Francisco Chavez, Territorial
superintendent of public instruction,
came In yesterday morning over the
Santa Fe Central, from a business trip
Col. J.

Sell Them.

zpijUiMiBjisra-

F. Rosseau

-

and then they'd have laughed
That 's just what people would, have said and done a few
years ago if you had told them

That we are going to give away
Five Dozen Corsets ABSOLUTELY FREE.

5

will exclaim, IMPOSSIBLE ! when we say
And people
a
we
have
that
plan whereby we can give them SOMETHING
FOR NOTHING.
to-d- ay

But that s just what we CAN do
and what we ARE GOING. TO DO.

o

To every lady who will bring to our Corset Department a
purchaser for one F. C. or American Beauty Corset at the regular retail price of $i.oo we will present the corset of the same
make in any style or color absolutely FREE OF CHARGE.
This is a bona fide offer, made to introduce these goods,
and will positively not be repeated.

8
is

o

SALE COMMENCES

AT 10 A. M

Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods,
0.

Phone No. 36.

Box 434,

If you like good, fresh candy,
buy it of us. We get

OUR
CANDIES
ARE
ALWAYS
FRESH

Alle-grett- i's

Candies by express in

small quantities, insuring their
being fresh at all times.
We also, cany Gunther's
s.
Chocolates and
Always Fresh and Pure. A
Trial will convince you.
Bon-Bon-

FISCHER DRUG CO.,

230

SAN

FRANCISCO ST.

Butchers, Bakers, Grocers
F. S. DAVIS, President

S.Q.

j j

CARTWRIGHT,

Sec'y and Treas.

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI-

S
No. 250 San Francisco Street.
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone
NEW GOODS.
Dill Pickles.
Roll Herring.

Merinerte Herring.

....

Per bottle

CO.
No.

49.

MEAT MARKET.
We have just received a shipment
of the finest Salimi sausage we have
ever been able to get. Try it if you
are fond of this sort. Bologna, bam
and Vienna sausage; cold boiled ham,
chipped beef, mutton and lamb. Our
is thoroughly screened from the
.15 shop
flies.
15

New Mackerel.
Golden Bloaters.
FRESH SHIPMENT.
Deviled cheese, pots.. ....
Roquefort cheese, pots
15
A. D. Cheese, pots
cheese.
Limberger
Imported Swiss cheese.
Roquefort cheese.
Domestic Swiss cheese.
Genuine Brick cheese.
New York Cream cheese.
SOMETHING DIFFERENT.
We have a new one. It is Olivette.
Made principally from chopped olives
and Spanish sweet peppers.
.20

OLIVES.
We are headquarters for bottled
olives.
10 up
Plain olives
15 up
Stuffed olives..
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
We receive daily supplies of fresh
fruits and vegetables. Egg plants,
sweet potatoes, tomatoes, pears and
peaches are very appetizing just now.
Grapes and cantaloupes fresh every
day.
BOTTLED

LAUNDRY

SOAP.
We carry a number of the leading
brands of laundry soap. We make attractive prices to those buying by the
box.
We especially recommend our Crystal White soap. It is excellent for
the laundry, kitchen, bath and toilet
The only full size bar of pure white
soap offered for 5c a bar.
Box, 100 bars for..
...$4.25
MEADOW GOLD.
Meadow Gold butter is sweeter, purer and finer flavored when you get it
than any other brand of butter, and
will keep better than any other. Next
best is Keystone. Keystone sells at
.25c; Meadow uold at ,30c.
OUR BAKERY.
We are proud of the quality of bread
that we are now sending out. It's a
little bit the best bread you have ever
had a chance to buy in Santa Fe.
Only 5c a loaf.

SOLE AOKNT FOR

Lemp's St Louis

ALL KINDS OP MINERAL WATERS

J

j

Bee.

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Toe Trade Supplied From One Bottle to a Carload.

Guadalupe Street, Santa Fe, N. M. Phone No. 38.

The Old Curio Store
J. S. CANDELARIO, Prop.
1301 and 303 San Francisco Street.

-

Wholesale aod Retail Dealcri In

"HO OYSTERS HO."

P(6xfcaii and Indian Curios

The first of the season can be found
Restaurant where
only at the
they keep everything that the market
affords. Give lis a call we will treat
you right.
Bon-To- n

to Alamogordo.
Colonel Chavez was
The New Mexican Printing Com
highly pleased at the advantages to
be enjoyed over the Santa Fe Cen pany will do your job work with neat- tral, remarking that he left Friday! ness and dispatch. ;

I903,

SELIGMAN BROS. CO.,

so.

Money buck.

AUGUST 3IST,

And the offer will be withdrawn when the quantity named
above has been given away.

Schilling's Best has made it

friends.
G.

V

P.

CHANCELLOR OF ENGLISH
EXCHEQUER TO RESIGN.
London, Sept. 14 The Associated
Press understands that the rumor of
the approaching resignation of Chon-cello- r
of the Exchequer Ritchie is well
founded as he will resign at the cabinet meeting today. Other minor resignations are likely to occur, but colo
nial Secretary Chamberlain and Pre
mier Balfour are reported standing to
gether and intend keeping the cabinet
by filling the vacancies.

AUTUMNAl. STORM
SWEPT THE NORTHWEST,
Mo.
Winnipeg, Sept. 14 One of the
Niles J. Strunquist, merchant and
earliest autumnal storms experienced
postmaster at San Pedro spent today in the northwest for
years swept over
in the city on business and left this
this country Saturday and Sunday. An
for
in
home
his
southern San. old man at Gretna fell from a
evening
buggy
ta Fe County,
!

ZEHI- -

night, reaching his destination Satur
day morning, and after devoting the
day to business, made the return trip,
and was back in Santa Fe in the time
he formerly consumed by the El Paso
route in reaching Alamogordo.
J. W. Edwards of Albuquerque, department commander of the G. A. R.
for New Mexico, is in the city to participate in the reception to Gen. John
C. Blacs, commander-in-chie- f
of the
National Encampment in this city today.
L. H. Dorby of Denver; A. J. King
of Alamogordo;
F. E. Dunlavy and
William Hortley, carpenter for the
banta te central, were passengers
from Torrance to the Capital City this
morning, via the Santa Fe Central
route.
Mrs. J. H. Kirby and son, Howard,
the family of J. H. Kirby, the car ac
countant of the banta Fe Central, will
leave this evening over the Santa Fe
Central en route to Cleveland, Ohio,
where Mrs. Kirby will visit her par
ents. Mr. Kirby will accompany them
'
as far as Torrance.

I

P. 0. BOX 340

'
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The best place to buy Navajo Blankets, Indian and
Mexican Pottery, Belles from the Cliff Dwellings,
Indian Baskets, In fact all sorts of Curios of Indian
and Mexican saake can be found at Our Store j j
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SANTA FE, N. m

J 4,

Santa Fe New Mexican, Moncjay, September

J. P. VICTORY

--

Attorney at Law and

Rea I Estate

I

EXCEPTIONS TAKEN.

Not Equaled in New Mexico
"Let the GOLD DUST TWINS do your work"

Not Excelled in America

Santistevan Charges Maladmi
nistration of Trust by His Assignee

Dpi

When
Monday
Rolls

the Taos Banker and Merchant.

Francisco Street. Santa Fe, N. M.
y
Money to loan upon real estate secur-ton easv terms.
Sao

two-third-

al.-ea-

re

-

iimnn

land.
Convenient to Las Vegas, I have for
sale several large tracts of desirable
land which I am permitted to sell at
very low figure. One tract contains
about 3,500 acres, and is located about
miles southwest of
three and one-ha- lf
of It is under
all
Las Vegas; nearly
for
fence; good grazing and .water
of
tract
Anotner
timber.
some
Btock;
Las
7
Vegas;
miles from
B50 acres,
timber and grazing, with an excellent
stream of water passing over it. Still
another tract of 350 acres of farming,
8 miles west
grazing and timber land,
of Las "Vegas, with running water
upon it.
PROPOSITIONS.
. MERCANTILE
To those desiring an investment in
a good mercantile business located in
a thriving town in Rio Arriba county
I can suit them with the chance of
their lives; general merchandise, large
stables,
cottages,
stock; store, tw
tract of
and other buildings; large
land, with big orchard, producing the
last season $1,400; merchandise business pays from $2,500 to $3,000 a year
and can be increased; fine fishing,
boating and bathing; with horses,
of choice
wagons, etc., 20' varieties
roses and other flowers in abundance;
owner will allow prospective purchaser
to thoroughly investigate before buying; good reason given for selling.
I have several other commercial and
business propositions to submit those delife and to
siring to enter mercantile
erow up with the new era of prosperity
now coming In with the Santa Fe Central, and an eight page daily? who says
that the world don't move, and our city
HOUSES TO RENT.
Several small houses, some adobe,
some brick, others frame, upon my
books, which 1 would be glad to show an
Intended purchaser, They are desirably
and will be sold cheap.
situated,
. a
8t.
in tYia K.ilMlnfr cnrnnr of Waterused
and DAEG railroad track lately
as a saw mm.
.

nr A rnnmi. and stable that I
will rent, on De Vargas St., two oiocks
weBt of Guadalupe cnnrcn
T

9

him

j'jJtJJl
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that ever lived.
A huge wash has
no terrors for

1

--

r''

iT
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S- DIAMONDS
4 FULL LINE OF-

-

7

JEWELRY!

Manufacturer of

MM

CLOCKS,
SILVERWARE, ETC.
DC

FILIGHEEJEWELRY.

fe

Filigree Fob Chains,
Filigree Neck Chains,
Filigree Souvenir Spoons,
Filigree Brooch Pins.
Filigree Bracelets,
Filigree Card Cases,

makes hard water soft

GOLD DUST

V

WATCHES,

OTHER GENERAL I Scrubbing floors, washing clothes and dishes, cleaning wood-USE- S
I
FOR
work, oilcloth, silverware and tinware, polishing brass work,
I
GOLD DUST
cleansing bath room, pipes, etc., and making the finest soft soap.
(
Hade by THE If. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY, Chicago
Makers of FAIRY SOAP.

Guaranteed.

Satisfaction

SPITZ

ALL KINDS OF DESIGNS

as1ms

South Side Plaza - Santa Fe
of the institution balanced at
at the close of business on
9.
This is proof conclusive
September
that the bank Is in a flourishing condition.
The foot ball team of tbe bnited
States Industrial Indian school is
The team has
practicing diligently.
sent challenges to every educational
institution in the Territory and will
make a determined effort to win the
championship for New Mexico.
The local weather bureau predicts
rain in north and east portions of the
Territory tonight and tomorrow, and
colder weather tonight. The maximum temperature yesterday was 68
degrees at 4:20 p. m and the minimum was 43 at 6:25 a. m. The temperature at 6 o'clock this morning
was 52 degrees.
$8G0,831.32,

EXHIBIT.

HORTICULTURAL

ties

Prince Urges That
One Be Made at territor.al Fair.
Hon. L. B. Prince, president of the
Territorial Horticultural society has
written to President Marron of the Albuquerque fair, stating that for various
reasons there will be no horticulture
fair held this year and urging that
prominence be given the horticultural
department at the Territorial fair. He
suggests that premiums to individual
exhibitors are more likely to enlist a
general interest than when offered to
counties.

D. S. LOWITZKL

Former Governor

Wool Market
St. Louis, Mo., September 14.

Household Goods
Fwnittire and Queensware
S.

n

We w II

Challenge Game With Santa Fe Centrals Resulted in Score of 15 to 11.
Pursuant to the challenge issued by
the Santa Fe Mechanics to the Santa
Fe Central baseb.. team, the two organizations met on the diamond in college park yesterday afternoon. The
Mechanics met their Waterloo, however, for the Santa Fe Centrals handily took the game from them by a score
of 15 to 11.
The game was a tight one, and was
very exciting throughout, although the
Mechanics were not in it for a minute.
Catron and Alarid were in the box for
the Santa Fe Centrals and Samosa
and Delgado for the Mechanics. The
Santa Fe Centrals made three home
runs, and the Mechanics but one.
Next Sunday the Santa Fe Centrals
will meet the Antonito team on the local grounds, an excursion being run
from that town to this city for the occasion. A return game will be played
on the visitors' grounds the following
Sunday. Practice games are being
held on the college grounds at 5 o'clock
each evening by the Santa Fe Centrals
Fe
preparatory to the Antonito-SantCentral games.
a

on easy payments, o
will give reasonably low

ret

Woo',

steady.
Territory and western medium. 17
18; fine medium, 1517; fine: 15aifi.
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Bon-To-

30S and. 30S San. Francisco St.

articles mentioned free of charge
This is positively no hitch or

scheme as hundreds are profiting by our offer.
'

Your choice of tbe articlos mentioned and
over 200 other useful household articles.
ExDinner and Tea Sets,
tension Tables. Couches, Morris Chairs,
Rocking add Dining Room Chairs, Si'
UNDERTAKING AND EMBALMING.
lverware. Watches, Clocks and other
Jewelry, Mantel Ornaments, Albums,
and
Carpets, Curtains, itugs, xaiKing ma- Charles Wagner, Licensed Embalmer
chines, Etc., Etc.,
Progressive Mortitian.
Side-board-

OUR OFFER is made so as to introduce Our
Goods to You and Your Friends.
Within the next 12 months in order to

introduce our eoods and brine
fore the public we are going to make
you the following proposition: In or
der to cover toe expense oi mailing,
vou to sena
printing, etc., etc., weweaskwill
mail you
10 cents in coin and
our Richly illustrated Catalogue, and our
No 1 Copy of the Woman's Sin; the copy
of the book itself cost 10 cents without
the Catalogue, which is richlv illustrat
ed and valued at 15 cents. Now we are
wllllnsr to mail vou both books and all
the details how to get the Premiums for
10 cents in coin. Do not delay as we
will only issue a limited number of
Premiums on this our first offer in your
section.
Send at once for this offer, do not put
it off but write at once before It Is too
late Boys, Girls and Women look into
this,
them be

LOUIE MANUFACTURING

1033

LIFE

Store, 10.
No.
at
call
residence,
Night

.

PHBSPECTIVE

II

$75,000,000

that it has paid DIVIDENDS to its

of over $26,000,000 in the
last TEN YEARS. It is simply the result
of long years of economical management.
It is no accident that there is snob a great
army of policyholders. ABE YOU ONE
OF THEM? The most progressive and
auocessful people in the world naturally
torn to the strongest and best Company in
the World for their Life Assurance. Take
you policy ont
rs

TO-DA-

v MRS. L.

Office Hoars

2

REFUNOE

Us.

Soil

INVESTORS

1ST

TORRANCE
MORIARTY

ESTANCIA
I will take pleasure in showing prospective

invest-

ors and those desiring building sites for homes or busitowns along the
ness propositions in the above-name- d
line of the Santa Fe Central Railway. Sites will be
worth double the present asking price in the next year.
I will "personally" give any information desired
upon request. .
WM. P. CLARKE, Mgr. Real Estate Dept..
Office: SANTA FE CENTRAL RAILWAY., SANTA FE, N.

A. HARVEY, AGENT.

112 Ckapetle St., Santa Fe.

WILL BE

BuMing Lots
--

in tte World"

unowQVER

OR MONET

Second - Hand Goods Bougfit and

1

JH

flSSUR

THE EQUITABLE SURPLUS

One Price, and One Only.

THE CHRMGE OF fl LIFETIH1E

CO

IT IS NO ACCIDENT

in

to do Business With

TELEPHONE:

HUGE SOCIETY

"Stroipt

Household Furnishing
Our Goods are Marked in Plain Figures.

We Carry Everything

SATISFACTION

TO GIVE PERFECT

No Risk

p

first-clas-

GUARANTEED

EVERYTHING

Chestnut Street

THE EQUITABLE

We have Just received a carload of Decorated English and French Havlland China, at
in car lotr
prices out of sight t Our buying
enables us to name prices that can not be ma
not ou
by any of our competitors. That is
benefh
the
to
here
We
are
you
trouble.
give
of our experience. Nineteen years of continued business with you is our reputation

GOODS SOLD ON EASY PAYMENTS.
Furniture, Queensware, Cutlery and Tinware, Stoves anr
Ranges, Fancy Haviland China of Every Description.

Philadelphia. Pa.

And

H.

THE CHARLES WHGJIER FDBIIITDRE CD.

To obtain any of the valuable

pdlioy-bolde-

Sania Fe,

WE LEAD THEM ALL!

This Opportunity

f

d

San Francisco Si.,

yourself.

'

prices for cash.
All kinds of new ano
second-hangoods bought
and sold.
WE DELIVER ALL GOODS.

Restaurant in the city Is the
because they keep everything in the
eating line. They never sleep, and
they employ the best cooks and
Convince
waiters in the business.

t

furnish you.,

house from kitchen to gar

ji

"THE MOST POPULAR"
MECHANICS BEATEN.

Eight styles of wash boards or
pianos at GOEBEL'S.
RIO ARRIBA CROPS.
The quality and quantity of the water now furnished by the ssanta Fe Probate Clerk Hernandez Makes FavWater and Light company is improvorable Report Stock Doing Well.
probate
ing.
Benigno C. Hernandez,
On account of the reception to Gen. clerk of Rio Arriba County with office
of at Tierra Amarilla, is in the city to
John C. Black commander-in-chie- f
the G. A. R., no session of the District represent the assessor of the county
at the Territorial board of equalizacourt was held today.
that crops
If you have any clean cotton rags tion. Mr. Hernandez says
done well
have
his
in
stock
and
county
machinthat are suitable for cleaning
there has been conthat
this
season,
ofMexican
New
the
them
ery, bring
(to
siderable rain and that ranges are in
fice and receive cash for same.
have
condition. Early frosts
good
The burning of a kiln of brick of done some damage to the wheat crop,
about 150,000 capacity at the Territor liie assessed valuation of Rio Arriba
ial penitentiary has been completed County for the present year amounts
and the brick are now cooling. They to $980 000 which is an increase over
will be ready for sale about the end of the figures of 1902 of about $200,000.
the week.
The county returns show 144,000 aead
No. 2 Royal Arch of sheep which is the largest number
, Santa Fe Chapter
Masons, will hold its regular monthly ever given on the tax rolls. Mr. Herthis evening at 7:30 nandez believes that the assessment
convocation
o'clock at Masonic hall.
Visiting for the year 1904 will make a still betcompanions are cordially Invited to ter showing. The county is now in
attend.
good financial condition and all accounts are paid promptly and in full
round-trion
rate
the
The
Santa Fe Central to Alamogordo offers at the end of each quarter. The counan opportunity to the people of this ty commissioners have just refunded
city to take a cheap trip over the new the largest part of the debt of the
road and to spend a few days in the county, namely: The old issues of 1882
and 1889 bonds into new bonds bearbeautiful Otero County town.
ing 5 per cent interest. Thus effectmanof
the
Through the courtesy
a saving of about $2,000 a year,
agement of the Santa Fe Central,' sub- ing bonds
heretofore bearing inter
scribers to the New Mexican along these
of 8 and 6 per cent per
rate
at
est
the
that line will receive their paper in the
About $34,000 In
train mail, pending the Installation of annum respectively.
coun
a railway mail service from Santa Fe these bonds were refunded. The
In
owes
about
$50,000
ty
altogether
to Torrance.
bonds, namely: The issues of 1903,
For the annual meeting of the grand 1897 and 1895. The. interest on this
lodge of the Knights of Pythias at Ala- indebtedness is being paid promptly
mogordo on September 16 and 17, the and Rio Arriba County bonds are now
s
Santa Fe Central will sell tickets at considered a
investment.
one fare, $11.35, for the round trip. The new issues of bonds were sold at
Tickets on sale September 14, 15 and par. Of course, the county of Rio Ar
16, return limit, September 21.
riba is enjoying a good Republican
The report of the condition of the county administration.
First National bank, of Santa 'Fe,
Call on the New Mexican Printing
which appears in another column
shows that the resources and liabili- - Company for engraved visiting cards.
one-far- e

Purity, Quality and

knowing housewife realizes that
they save her back as
well as the clothes.
Whiter clothes, little
rubbing, quick results
are the arguments for
the use on wash day of

ICECREAM

Made from Pvte Jersey Cream

A

the Gold Dust
Twins are the busiest little rascals

-

i,n

C

Around

s

rTVlTTTKMISlT'ED ROOMS

903.

Juan

Juan Santistevan, who made a gen
eral assignment for the benefit of his
creditors May 81 last has filed a petiSomething choice: First class prop- tion in the assignment proceedings in
erties on San Francisco street paying which he takes
exceptions to the acmore than 8 per cent net on rentals.
in
count
rendered
fruit
excellent
reply to a motion
books
Have upon my
ranches In the Espanola' valley, large of Mr. Santistevan on the general
exounds of extravagance, exorbitancy,
and small ones, plenty ot water.
Furnished rooms on Palac avenue.
and improvidence of the expenditures
LIVERYMEN.
IMPORTANT TO
made and charging maladministration
I can sell you the finest and best of the trust
by the assignee, Arthur R.
Terriequipped livery stable in the
of its real value; Manby.
tory at
The report shows that the assignee
includes fee of land and commodious converted the assets into $707.20 of
will
the
good
brick barn, together with
money, that he paid out $3d,2G7.26 in
of a flourishing business, 30 horses, dividends, that the expenses of the
buss, hacks, picnic wagon, buggies, administration were $31,117.29, that
and all the other vehicles that go to there is $988.10 of cash on hand, and
livery barn, and other property making up approximake up an
all practically new.- Good excuse for mately $70,000, composed of bills resale. In a live and growing city. ceivable, land and odds and ends.
Write for particulars. Mr. Santistevan objects that for evI have a nice cottage (double) six ery dollar of dividends paid eigluy-eigh- t
rooms on one siSe, 4 on the other;
cents was laid out for costs of
owner occupies 4 rooms and the rest various kinds. His objections may be
rent for $25 a month; good neighbor- condensed as follows:
builhood; ample space to erect other
That the sheep of the assigned es
and tate
stables
same
on
street;
dings
after being fed in some eastern
other outbuildings; the price asked is state should have produced $o0,000
eross instead of $27,484.49 gross; that
very low.
Can sell at a bargain a cosy home on he reported, expense of $16,990 for the
Manhattan avenue, an adobe brick management and handling oi tne sneep
house, 7 rooms; fruit .And vegetable was excessive and improper to the exgarden; city water, hydrant and tank; tent of $7.C00; that the mercantile70 choice fruit trees; currant and rasp- stock which was appraised at $19,701.63 should have produced not less tnan
berry bushes; lot 80 by 265 feet.
I can show you a tract of land west $22,000. instead of $15,249.93, which
two adobe the assignee gives as the gross pro
of town, 40 acres, with
houses, one with 4 rooms, the other 2; duct thereof; that the sum oi
bearing was expended for expenses oi adminis15 acres in alfalfa; 800 fruit
$300
last tration outside of the cost of handling
for
sold
2
wells; alfalfa
trees;
the sheep, distributed as follows, comseason; very cheap.
a
missions taken by the assignee,
In
high
ranch
a
fruit
I also have
attorney's fees paid by assignee
state of cultivation, in the suburbs,
other expenses $8,268.75, was
ttie
$1,000,
overlooking
site
with a building
is
extravagantly unnecessary, and that
entire city of Santa Fe. On it there
the assignee should not have paid him
of
one
the
only
an artificial reservoir,
self or his attorney any fees without
in
more
or
Its kind in the city, 12 feet
an order of the court; that the sheep
of
125,000
over
gallons
depth, holding
were disposed of, that the estate
from
water, constantly replenished,
should have been closed out in five
which the whole place can be irrigated months aside from the sheep and that
whicli
daily during the summer, and
$175 a month would have been libera
could be stocked with fish. The land
compensation for the assignee, and
trees
contains many hundreds of young
that thereafter $100 a month would
of the finest and most valuable varie- have been sufhcient compensation for
ties of apples, peaches, pears, plums, the assignee up to the eleventh month
apricots, cherries and other fruits, the when the estate should have been enbear; a
greater part of which
that the assignee
of tirely disposed of;
thousands
vineyard,
young bearing
imnroDerlv and improvidentiy expend
bushes of currants and other small ed for his personal expenses $1,142.75;
fruits; extensive beds of asparagus,
that the assignee improperly charged
To
rhubarb, and other fine vegetables.
$507 for two trips made by him to Chibe sold on easy terms, and for much cago because tne same were unnecesless than it cost, owing to ill health of sary, and the expenditure was extravathe owner.
gant; that the assignee Improperly
tract east of the paid out $5 a day for a bookkeeper;
Examine a
Wielandy place, and then ask me its that the accounts are indefinite, uncertain and unintelligible.
price; you will be surprised.
The petitioner prays an order that
I am authorized to dispose of tbe Conside, the assignee's account be inquired into
gregational Church, on the south Union
convenient to the contemplated
his accounts and
and will by a referee, that
Depot. It stands upon two lots, will be the amounts taken by him for his comor
the
building
be sold cheap,
of his
and the
repaired and leased to responsible par- pensationbe allowedcompensation
as
unauthorized;
attorney
tl6S.
On lower San Francisco St., east of that the assignee make answer to the
the lallroad track, I can sell you proper- allegations of the petition and answer
ties desirable for homes or business pro- the interrogatories propounded in the
examination.
positions; these will bear
petition concerning the sheep and the
I will take pleasure in showing prossites wool of the estate and the disposition
desirable
building
investors
pective
out no
in the neighborhood of the Capitol, and thereof; that the assignee pay an ex
n the vicinity of the Presbyterian further sum of money without
Church, which in a few years will be press written order of court and that
worth double the present asking price. the manner of service upon the as
About two blocks west of Guadalupe signee be appointed by the court.
church, on De Vargas St., I can sell you
three small homes.
OUTSIDE PROPERTY.
j J J J J
At El Cuervo, 10 miles from the Rock
640
niTV
Isiand road, I can sell you about
UN I
excellent
grazing
acres; patented;
112

1

"

Santa Fe New Mexican, Monday, September 14, J903.
1903 September. 1903

TERRITORIAL PICKINGS

"""

Sun

ton y&rds, jumped the track, a caboose
LINCOLN COUNTY.
Contractor S. A. Neid is building a and two of the cars being wrecked.
Thomas B. Harlan, promoter of the
cement house at Ancho for the Rock

l(0)
The Best Ever
And Ever the Best.

11

J

A CIGAR

not ashamed of

its identity

baoid
it beaj-with its naune.
s

L

The Largest Selling Brand of Cigars
in the World
The Band ia the Smoker's Protection

The New Mexican bindery has just The New Mexican Printing Company
tunsed out a new and large supply of nas on nand a quantity of tablets mada
superior scratch pads. These are sold from ledgeri iinen flat and book papers
for
a10 cents per pound and are handy
Qut ftt 1Q cent(J
they wJU
memoranda and calculations for an of- owuuui
uiiu.uie
uiuove
iw
per pouna.
also useful for the
and
hnmp. Only a limited supply,
Try a New Mexican want "ad."

New Mexico Normal University

TERRITORIAL FAIR.
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 12th to 17th,

LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.

Will Open

September

The following courses are

offered

The rate
Albuquerque and return.
from Santa Fe will be 82 65 for the
round trip. Dates of sale Oct. 11th to
16th, good for return passage until Oct
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
19th.

:

.AAn

Rented

text-book-

NEGLECTED COLDS.
Every part of the mucous membrane,
the nose, throat, ears, head and lungs,
are subjected to disease and
etc.,
blight from neglected colds. Ballard's
Horehound Syrup is a pleasant and
effective remedy. 25c, 50c. and $1.00.
W. Akendrick,
Valley Mills, Texas,
writes: "I have used Ballar'ds Hore
hound Syrup for coughs and throat
troubles; it is a pleasant and most
remedy." Sold by Fischer
Drug Co.

at mere nominal cost, in all departments.

s,

1903

For this occasion tbe Santa Fe will
sell greatly reduced rate tickets from all
points in New Mexico and Colorado to

7, 1903.

Course of oije year, covering the common branches.
Elementary Normal Course of two years, leading to an Elementary
Certificate. This Course covers all branches required by a first grade
certificate which Is practically a Territorial certificate in New Mexico.
3. Ail Advanced Normal Course of tour years, leading to full graduation and
a Diploma. Those who have completed the Elementary Course can complete this Course in two years.
4. An Academic Course of four years preparing for college or university,
including technical courses and technical schools.
5. A Kindergarten Course of two years, leading to a Kindergarten Certificate.
I
2

FEARFUL ODDS AGAINST HIM
Bedridden alone and destitute. Such
in brief was the condition of an old
soldier by name of J. J. Havens, Versailles, O. For years he was troubled
with kidney disease and neither doctors nor medicines gave him relief
At length he tried Electric Bitters.
It put him on his feet in short order
and now he testifies. "I'm on the road
to complete recovery." Best on earth
for liver and kidney troubles and all
forms of stomach and bowel comGuaranteed
plaints. Only 50 cents.
by Fischer Drug Co.

Tuition for Normal Course reduced to $10.00 a year. Several places
for boys and girls who wish to work to defray expenses.
Send for Circular of Information.

EDMUND J. VERT, President.

BANKERS'
ASSOCIA
TION.
1903,
San Francisco, Calif., Oct.
For this occasion the Santa Fe will is
sue tickets to San Francisco and Los
Angeles and return at one fare for the
round trip, Los Angeles, $38.45, San
Francisco $43.05. Dates of sale October
9th to 18th, final return limit NovemAMERICAN

LOOK

AT THE CLOUDS FROM THE TOP

.And so see the Silver Lining. WeYpu can
Ho
do it from OUR TRAINS.
in
above them places.

Central Railway

T-lexican

With Its Two Thousand Miles of Track
Reaches All the Principal Places
of Interest and Note.
D- -

MURDOCH, A. C. P. A..

Citv of Mexico

Commercial

f" J?Sf

Paso,

The McMillan
Universal Typewriter Book.
for

Typewritten Book Records
typewriter, and insert them as finished, in a regularly
found book, (not a file). No special machine required
for Book Records. Extraction or substitution of sheets
practically impossible.

Secure

Convenient

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
&

BENEDICT, i645Champ

JHEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO,,

H. L. LUTZ,
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.

Chamberlain's Cough Remedy has
a remarkable record. It has been In
use for over thirty years, during which
time many million bottles have been
sold and used. It has long been the
standard and main reliance in the
treatment of croup in thousands of
homes, yet during all this time no
case has ever been reported to the
manufacturers In which it failed to effect a cure. When given as soon as
the child becomes hoarse or even as
soon as the croupy cough appears, It
will prevent the attack. It is pleasant
to take, many children like it. ' It contains no opium or other harmful substance and may be given as confidentially to a baby as to an adult. For
sale by all druggists.

St., DENVER,

Dealers, Santa Fe,

Until further notice the Denver &
Rio Grande train arriving here In the
evening will be run as an extra from
Espanola to Santa Fe, arriving at Santa Fe about 5 p. m.
From now until further notice the
regular train will leave Santa Fe at
10 a. m.
J. B. DAVIS, Agent.
BUCKLEN'S

Used for keeping Typewritten Records by the Library of
York Life Ina, Co.,
Congress, U.S. Patent Office, New
' many Connty Clerk and Surrogates and a host ot others.

WVCKOFF, SEAMANS

30th.

D. & R. G. CHANGE OF TIME.

Anv operator can make the records on any standard

Simple

ber

A REMARKABLE RECORD

Address the undersigned lor full and reliable information.

CL

20-2- 3,

Colo

N. M.

ARNICA SALVE.

Has world wide fame for marvelous
cures. It surpasses any other salve,
lotion,' ointment or balm for cuts, corns
burns boils sores, felons, ulcers, tetter, salt rheum, fever sores chapped
hands skin eruptions; infallable for
piles. ,Cure guaranteed. Only 50c at
Fischer Drug Co.

New Mexico and Pacific Railroad wiu
Island Cement Company.
The Capitan public schools opened be in Raton this week accompanied
last week with H. F. Jones as princi- by Henry Koehle.r, president of the
A.
pal and Miss May Skehan in charge Germania Trust Company; Hugo
American
of
Brewing
Koehler
the.
of the primary department.
Company; M. Lambert, H. S. Carroll,
railroad contractor; and O. H. B. TurMCKINLEY COUNT.
Gallup citizens are discussing the ner, engineer of the company, all of
matter of building a complete sewer St. Louis. The party will make a
trip over the surveyed line from Raand drainage system for the town.
Raton will be
Frank Spoiler and Miss Katharine ton to Elizabethtown.
of
bonus
a
for
asked
$20,000.
at
last
were
married
Cankovic
Gallup
week by Father Juillard of the Sacred
ABCESS.
Heart Church.
W. H. Harrison, Cleveland, Miss.,
Jose Castillo 01 Belen and Miss Mar-tinit-a
Ortiz of Gallup were married by writes, Aug. 15, 1902: "I want to say
Father Juillard last Wednesday. The a word of praise for Ballard's Snow
bride is a graduate of the Gallup Liniment. I stepped on a nail which
caused the cords in my leg to contract
High School.
and an abcess to rise in my knee, and
the doctor told me that I would have
GRANT COUNTY.
The total assessed valuation of a stiff leg, so one day I went to J. F.
Grant county for 1903 is $2,902,977.03. Lord's drug store (who is now In Den
ver, Colo.) He recommended a bottle
The exemptions amount to $76,600.
New approaches are being built to of Snow Liniment; I got a 50c size,
the Grant County hospital at Silver and it cured my leg. It is the best
ABCESSES,
City, and repairs to the cost ol $3,000 linment in the world.
with few exceptions, are indicative of
are being made to the building.
Professor Halbert E. Payne Thom- constipation or debility. They may,
as, formerly a member of the faculty however, result from blows or from
of the Normal School at Silver City, foreign bodies, introduced into the
died last week of tuberculosis at Tuc- skin or flesh, such as splinters, thorns,
etc. Sold by Fischer Drug Co.
son, Arizona.
At the last meeting of the board of
DENVER AND RETURN $17.40.
regents of the Normal School at Silver
City, Architect Whittlesey of Albu- Annual convention, Brotherhood of St.
querque, was asked to prepare plans Andrew, Denver Colo., October
1903. For this occasion the Santa Fe
for a new dormitory.
William E. Clarke, a prosperous will sell tickets to Denver and return
ranchman on the Gila has purchased at a rate of $17.40 for the round trip,
the old Jones- residence at Silver City tickets on sale October 5 and 6, good
and has moved his family there so for return passage until October 31.
that his children may have the bene- H. S. Lutz Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
fit of Silver City's excellent public
A BOY'S WILD RIDE FOR LIFE.
schools.
With family around expecting him
It is the intention of the United
States government to proceed with the to die, and- - a son riding for life 18
work of enlarging and improving the miles, to get Dr. King's New Discovery
General Hospital at Fort Bayard. One for Consumption, Coughs and Colds,
of the first things to be done is to W, H. Brown of Leesville, Ind., endured death's agonies from asthma; but
provide an increased water supply.
George D. Jones, formerly a prom- - this wonderful medicine gave instant
inent resident of Silver City, died sud relief and soon cured him. He writes;
denly last week at Los Angeles. He "I now sleep soundly every night."
was a native of Mineral Point, Wis- Like marvelous cures of consumption,
consin, and was 56 years old. He Pneumonia, Bronchitis, Coughs, Qplds,
came to Silver City in 1886 and en- and Grip prove its matchless merit
gaged in business until 1897 when he for all Throat and Lung Troubles.
Guaranteed bottles 50c and $1. Trial
went to Los Angeles.
Anthony Lawson had a narrow es- bottles free at Fischer Drug Co. ..
cape from drowning at Fort Bayard
last week. He and Reece Stewart Suntmer Tourist Rates to Colorado Points
were working on the new dam near
On sale daily via the Santa Fe from
the pump house. They were thirty June 5 to October 15, good for return
feet below the surface and Stewart passage until October 31, to Denver and
had gone up to get mortar when he saw return 822.55, Pueblo and return $17.55,
Colorado
return $19.55,
a volume of water coming down the Glenwood Springs and
and return $28.65.
Springs
and
Lawson
to
arroyo. He signaled
Stop-oveallowed at and north of
at the same time lowered the bucket. Pueblo. For particulars call on any
The flood swept into the opening but agent of the Santa Fe. H. S. LUTZ,
Lawson had hold of the bucket an..
Agent, Santa Fe. N. M.
was drawn up, although completely
For a bilous attack take Chamberexhausted and on the verge of col- lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets and
lapse.
a quick cure is certain. For sale by
all druggists.
COLFAX COUNTY.
The new hall built at Van Houten or
LAND SCRIP.
Willow, the new coal camp, will be
use
of
the
land script,
By
dedicated on Friday of this week.
can
obtained
be
to
title
government
Mr.
Mrs.
and
of
child
The infant
James Pease of Dorsey died last land without cultivation or residence
Interment at Maxwell thereon. All you need to do is to give
Thursday.
description and show the land to be
City.
J. F. Burnam, father of A. E. Bur of the proper kind; we do the rest. By
nam and Miss Sallie Burnam of Raton, reason of the exhaustion of the supply
died last week at the home of his son, which has been quite limited the price
is advancing. We have a small amount
He was 87 years old.
W. C. Wrigley an attorney of Ra- yet oft 'hand to sell, that is fully guaranteed. We also deal in real estate,
ton, who attended the Trans-Missi- s
sippi Congress at Seattle, was so im loans and Investments.
HUGO SEABERG,
pressed with that city that he has decided to make it his future home.
Springer, N. M.
Miss Vera Wiseman, aged nineteen His Life Saved
by Chamberlain's
years, daughter of Mr. and Mrs, Louis
Colic, Colera and Diarrhoea
A. Wiseman, of Raton, died recently
Remedy.
at Colorado Springs of typhoid fever.
"B. L. Byer, a well known cooper of
The funeral took place at Raton.
this town, says he believes ChamberMiss Effie McAbee and George lain's Colic Colera ' and Diarrhoea
Sproull were married at Raton last Remedy saved his life last summer.
Wednesday by the Rev. Mr. Arm- tie naa oeen sick ior a montn witn
strong of the Methodist Episcopal what the doctors call bilious disentery
church. After the ceremony at the and could get nothing to do him any
church, a wedding dinner was served good until he tried this remedy. It
at the bride's home.
gave him immediate relief," says B.
Last Friday evening a very enjoyable T. Little, merchant, Hancock, Md.
dance was ' given at Manning's ranch For sale by all druggists.
26 miles south of Raton.
It was in
honor of Miss Wheaton, a sister of
Notice for Publication.
Mrs. Manning.
A dancing platform
(Homestead Entry No. 4,484.)
was built in front of the house and
Department of ihb Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.. Sept. 10, 1903
decorated
with Japanese lanterns.
Nntice ia hereby riven that 'he following
About 75 were present.
named settler has filed iiotioe of his intention
make final proof in support of his
An incipient strike at the coal mines to
claim, and that said proof will be made
at Blossburg last week was promptly before the register or receiver at Santa
Fe. N.M., on October 21, 1904. viz: Pedro
squelched. A few miners became dis- Mestas. for the
nw, t swX, section
satisfied as to the method of mining 11, township 18 north, range 3 east. He
witnesses to prove his
names
the
following;
and quit work for two days but there continuous residence unon and cultivation
was no suspension of operations and of said land, via: Jose Mestas, Matlas Baros.
Sotero Armenta, Rosendo Gallegos, all of
no organized strike. The full force is ferea, w.
M.
Mahiibl R. Otzbo,
at work again, all differences having
been amicably adjusted.
BEAUTIFUL WOMEN.
A party consisting of Mr. and Mrs. Plum? cheeks, flushed with the soft
W. C. Barnes of Dorsey Mrs. C. N. glow of health and a pure complexion,
Blackwell of Raton; Mrs. Walter Tal- make all women beautiful. Take a
bot and Dr. Ancil Martin, of Phoenix, small dose of HERBINE after each
Arizona; Alfred Manby and family meal; it will prevent constipation and
and M. M. Cameron of Dorsey, left help digest what you have eaten. 50c.
Raton last Friday on an outing. They Mrs. Wm. M. Stroud, Midlothian Tex.,
will be guests at the Bartlett ranch writes, May 31, 1901 : "We have used
and then go to the Costilla to fish. HERBINE in our family for eight
After that they will visit Elizabeth-town- . years, and found it the best medicine
we ever used for constipation, bilious
From Saturday evening until Mon fever and malaria." Sold by Fischer
day morning of last week, the Santa Drug Co.
Fe Railway had a hard time of it at
Scratch Paper.
Raton . An east bound freight train
jumped the track just east of the tun Made from ledger, linen flat and book
nel and five cars went into the ditch. papers at 10 cents per pound at tbe
Then passenger train No. 2 from the New Mexican. This is scrap paper put
west ran into a rail that had been up In pads and is less than the paper
laid over the track and the helper en- originally cost Only a limited supply.
gine jumped. Early Monday morning
Subscribe for the New Mexican.
an east bound freight leaving the Ra- -
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SOCIETIES.
Masonic.
MONTEZUMA LODGE
No. 1, A., F. and A. M.
Regular communication first Monday in
each month at Masonie
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
C. F., E AS LEY, W. M.
F. P. CRICHTON, Secretary.
SANTA FE CHAPTER.
No. 1, R. A. M. Regular
convocation second Monday in each month at Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
MARCUS ELDODT, H.P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
SANTA FE COMMANDERY
No. 1, K. T. Regular con- ygiCrtTy. t?lave fourth Monday in each
; month at Masonic
Hall at
y

f

"

7:30 p. m.
F. S. DAVIS, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
I. O. O. F.

SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, I. O. O. F.
Meets every Friday evening in Odd
Fellows Hall, San Francisco, street.
'
Visiting brothers welcome.
GEO. W. KNAEBEL, N. G.
A. P. HOGLE, Secretary.
CENTENNIAL ENCAMPMENT, NO. 1
I. O. O. F. Regular communication
the second and fourth Tuesday of
each month' at Odd Fellows' Hall. Visiting patriarchs welcome.
JOHN SEARS, Scribe.
MYRTLE

REBEKAH

LODGE NO. 1

I. O. O. F.

Regular meeting first
and third Tuesday of each month at
Odd Fellows' Hall. Visiting brothers
and sisters welcome.
SALLIE VANARSDALE, N, G.

Laura Davis, Secretary.

A. O. U. W.

GOLDEN LODGE, No. 3, A. O. U. W.
Meets every stcond and fourth Wednesday at 8 p. m.
C. C. PIERCE, Master Workman.
JOHN C. SEARS, Recorder.

rs

Reg-lite-

K. OF P.

SANTA FE LODGE

NO. 2 K. of

P.

Regular meeting every Tuesday
evening at 7:30 o'clock at Castle Hall.
Visiting Knights given a cordial wel-

come.

J.

J. S. CANDELARIO,
K. R. S.

C.

K. STAUFFER,

a

B. P. O. ELKS.

SANTA FE LODGE No. 460, B. P. O.B.
Holds its regular session on the
second and fourth Wednesdays of
each month. Visiting brothers are invited and welcome.
J. B. DAVIS, E. R.
A. J. FISCHER, Secretary.
IMPROVED ORDER RED MEN.

Santa Fe Tribe No. 5, I. O. R. M.
meet3 every Thursday eve at Odd
Fellows hall at 8 o'clock. Visiting
chiefs cordially invited.
C. L. BISHOP, Sachem.
A. P. HOGLE, Chief of Records.
A small gasoline engine, new, for
sale by the New Mexican Printing
company. Call or write and get prices.

MONEY TO LOAN!
At the Next Regular Meeting
The
BUILDING L LOAN
ASSOCIATION

MUTUAL

Of Santa Fe
Will Receive

BIDS FOR LOANS
H. N. WILLCOX,
Secretary.

r.

Office:

Catron Block, Up Stairs

g

r

Santa Fe Filioree
and

Jevelry Mfg. Co.
EQLD

ana

SILVEQ RUGOEL

N. A10NDRA60N.

NIqt.I

8. B. Comet Plasstf San FranctoeoSt

t

Santa Fe New Mexican, Monday, September J 4, f 903.

nan

OFFICIAL MATTERS.
A dally tourist sleeper leaves Denver for Chicago on the Burlington's
vestibuled Flyer at 9.45 p. m. arriv-

ing Chicago the second morning at

Berth

7.20.

to

Chicago!
SS2.50

The rate (or a double berth, which
Dencan accommodate two
ver to Chicago, is S3. 50.
These tourist sleepers are especialthey
ly suited for summer travel
are clean and comfortable; provided
for ladles and gentle-mewit.h toilet-room- s
are' equipped with combs,
brushes, soap, and towels. Bed linen
is o' superior qua'ity and is changed
daily The seats are upholstered in
.rattan and have high backs.

n;

Chicago Special leaves Denver every day at 4.15 p. m. St Louis
Flyer daily at 2.00 p. in, and 9.45

The

p. m.

UllBpil

Ticket Office, 1039 17th St
Q.

for 1903.
Assessment
Territorial Auditor Sargent ha3 re
ceived the assessment rolls of Otero
County for 19o3. The following are
'the figures given: 4.32G acres of
lands assessed at $33,149, and
:the improvements oi same at $84,854;
grazing lands 09.339 acres at $73,772,
and 25,041 acres timber lands at
There are 3,672 town lots valued
at $180,793 and the improvements at
and telephone
$2j4,3G9.
Telegraph
lines have an assessed valuation of
$1,250, while the five miles of railroad,
rolling stock, machinery, etc., are assessed at $G8,2G0; mines are assessed
a t$4,235. In the county there are
horses valued at $66,798; 241
mules at $4,5G6; 21,966 head of cattle
at $245,467; 32,222 sheep at $39,330;
27,694 goats at $34,981; 979 swine at
$1,800; 86 burros at $378; and the total
valuation of vehicles of all kinds,
harness and saddles is $17,087. The
assessed valuation of the merchandise
Is $57,204. There is a valuation of
given for the farming implements
and that, of $10,347 for the fixtures of
stores and other places of business.
There is $1,287 in money and the valuation of jewelry, etc., is put at $2,663,
while the household furniture is put
down at $21,765. The total assessed
value of all kinds of property is
and the exemptions and reductions amount to $115,439, leaving
:
the valuation for taxable purposes
Rolls

W. VALLERY, General Agt.

DENVER

j

f

XV

i

one-wa-

CANDY

CATHARTIC

J.

-T

Will Open a Hew Passeiiger and Freight Line Between

ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES

SANTA FE, N. M.,

George F. Albright, Albuquerque; E.
G. Kinkead Los Angeles; W. G. Har-shaChicago; J. C. Flourney, W. B.
Childers, Albuquerque; C. W. Todd,
Mrs. E. A.
Las Vegas; J.
Whitson, Mrs A. Harsch and Mrs. J.
Botter, Albuquerque; Edward A. Elliott, H. Tobinson and wife, Las ,
W. P. Lawrence,
Albuquerque;
S. Golding, Cerrillos and N. J. Strun-guisSan Pedro.

r

EL PASO, TEXAS,

THUS IS THE

m

P0B EVENT ACCOMPLISHED.

L0K&-WISHE-

A. H, BROWN, G, F. A,

Subscribe for the New Mexican.

P.

A., E, P. N, E. SYSTEM, EL PASO,

FARMING
.

connection from El Paso and Southern
California, returning, arrive at Santa
Fe at 11:50 a. m.
No. 722 leaves Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m.,
to connect with Nc. 2, west bound, for
Southern California, returning arrive at
Santa Fe at 6:35 p. m.
No. 724 leaves Santa Fe at 7:10 p. m.,
for,
to connect with No. 7, westbound
San Francisco and Northern California
returning, arrive at Santa Fe at 9:30
leaves Santa Fe at 9:35 p. m.,
No. 8, east bound, from
San Francisco and Northern California,
returning, arrive at Santa Fe at 11:45
726

to connect with

d,

LANDS DNDSR IRRIGATION SYSTEM.

Theae farming lands with perpetual water rights are now being offered
for sale In tracts of forty acres and upwards. Price of land with perts
petual water rights from $17 to $25 per acre, according to location.
of
fruits
In
installments.
be
ten
Alfalfa,
made
grains,
year
may
all kinds, and sugar beets grow to perfection.
Pay-mea-

G0LD MINES.
On this Grant, about lorty miles west of Springer, N. M., are the goW
where Important mineral
mining districts of Elisabethtown and Baldy,
discoveries have lately been made. Claims on nnlocated ground may ba
' made under the mining regulations of the company, which are as favorable to the prospector as the U. S. government laws.
'
Near Baton, N. M., oa this grant, are located the Coal Mines of the
Baton Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be found at
or
good wages for any wishing to work during the seasons that farming
done.
prospecting can not be successfullymatter
apply to
and advertising
For

particulars

The Maxwell Land Grant Co
BATON. NEW MEXICO

p. m.

THE CALIFORNIA LIMITED.
Now twice a week between Chicago,
Los Angeles and San Francisco. This
train leaves Lamy, westbound, at 8:40
East-bouna. m., Monday and Thursday.
at 2:02 a. m., Wednesday and
No connection with these
Saturday.
Santa Fe, except
trains from
that passengers arriving on No. 3,
west bound, can reach Santa Fe at 11:50
a. m. on No. 2's connection.
All of above trains run through solid
from Chicago to California and carry
through Pullman and tourists sleepers
PnH 9ir n TJmttQ1 whlph PAT.
ries Standard Sleepers only.
Through sleeping car reservation arranged for on application.
City Ticket Office:
LETTER LIST.
BLOCK EAST SIDE PLAZA
CATRON
testlowaters
been
has
these
thoroughly
These Celebrated Hot Springs are
List of letters remaining uncalled
H. S. LUTZ, AGENT.
to
cures
attested
miraculous
ed
the
N.
by
M.,
for in the postofnee at Santa Fe,
cated in the midst of the Ancient Cliff
in the following diseases: Paralysis, for the week ending Sept. 12, 1903,
miles west of
Dwellers, twenty-fiv- e
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption, If not called for within two weeks
D. & R. G. SYSTEM,
Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa Malaria, Blight's Disease, of the Kid- will be sent to the dead letter office
Santa Fe Branch.
AffecFe, and about twelve miles from Bar- neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial
at Washington:
TIME TABLE.
all
La
Grippe,
ranca Station, on the Denver- and Rio tions, Scrofula, Catarrh,
Abell, Mary A Bertha Mes, Miss Josefita
MissSiufrosa
WBbT BOUHD
Mont mo.
Rosalia
AST BOUND
Grande Railway, from which point a Female Complaints, etc., etc. Board, Hijil, Dona Manuel
Morel, isipriano
MlLBS Mo. 428
Bisariage,
425.
No.
$14
$2.50
and
per day;
bathing,
Baca, Miss Mylimini Maes, Kpifanio
daily line of stages run to the Springs; lodgings
5:10p m..Ar... .Santa Pe..L.. IBS.. 10:00mm
Bistoa, Miss Domittia Martinez. Pedro
The temperature of these waters is per week; $50 per month. Stage meets Baker,
8:40p
6:40a m ..Lv....Almosa...Ar
Martinez. Martiu
William
6:50 a m
for
Fe
Santa
waits
Alamosa via Salida.. Lv
and
Denver
trains
Teodoro
are
Ortega
Burrow, Mrs l'W
from 90 to 122 degrees. Th gases
2 2 am..Lv... . tunblo....Lv..287.. 2.45am
Matias
Ortiz.
Tulian
atUardona,
carbonic, - Altitude; 6,000 feet. Climate train upon request. This resort is
8;00 p m. LT.. ..Denver.. ..Ar 404.. ':20 am
Ortiz. Luis B
Cook, G YV
L
Ortega, Kamonsita
the year tractive at all seasons, and is open all Graff, WillMrs
very dry and delightful
Maud Padiu, Benina
Trains stop at. Embudo for dinner
Caliente Hayward.
round. There is new a commodious winter. Passengers for Ojo
Haadad. C
Ki.era, Juanita
where
good meals are served.
Kon.ero, Luis
John O"'
hotel for the convenience of f 'invalids can. leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and Jones,
Loreto
Connections.
Abebam
ltuiz,
Leon
'
4
same
m.
the
Knraerio, Ji L
and tourists. These waters contain reach" Ojo Caliente at p.
Lueero, Patricio
At Antonlto for Durango, Silverton
Carl (2)
P
Lucero
Kunge,
from
Santa
round
for
to
the
of
trip
alkaline salts
1,686.24 grains
day.'Fare
Kibera. Bonifacio
and intermediate points.
Lacy. Miss Megge
Stacy. Uavid
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and
gallon, being, the' richest alkaline Hot Fe,;to Ojo Caliente, $7.40.' For further Martiuez, Douiiugo
V it
Sherr
n,
T
Martinez,
intermediate points via either the standSandovol. Pedro
Springs in the world. The efficacy of particulars, address
Mason, A A
ard gauge line via La Veta Pass or the
Maguire. Mrs Minnie Seua, Bitariaua
narrow gauge via Salida, making the
Maxwell, Lyman
Williams, li i2)
in day light and passing
entire
In calling please say advertised and throughtrip
FAMOUS ROYAL GORGE,
the
K".
M
Ojo Caliente. Taos County.'
also for ali points on Creede branch.
give the date.
:
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
At Salida for ail points west.
'.Postmaster.
At Denver, Pueblo and Colorado
Springs for all points east.
For further information, sleeping car
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
reservations time cards, literature, etc.,
EL PASO
call on or address.
J. B. Davis, Agent.
Bon Ton : J. ' H. Deering, James
Santa Fe, N. M.
Merchant. W. J. Dyer. John Dyer, 3 EC. Hoopkb. G. P A .
CHICAGO,
Pueblo; M. Wagner, Cerrillos; Alex:
Denver, Colo.
ander Sanaoval, Albuquerque; Adolph
Adams, El Paso.
DENVER,
T. M. Burke, Otto
RaiTy- Normandie:
1!
Clark, E. T. North, Alex Lucas, Chicago; E. B. Ruppe, Albuquerque; E. A.
Effective Thursday, August 20, 1903.
SALT LAKE CITY.
Turner and wife, Madrid, N. M.; J. F.
SOUTH BOUND
WilHams, Miss Maggie Jones, Cerril NORTH BOUND
q :
los: J. P. Jackson. Albuquerque; Dr.
m 8
d
to
William Sparks, Pecos ; William E.
I- Neal, Albuquerque; George F. Wilson,
W. M.. Baker, Chicago.
STATIONS.
Claire : T." P. Sauerman.. Pasadena,
a ""2
.
AND
.
e a
to A
Cal.; C. W. Douglas, New York ity;
C
6(
73
U
Mrs. F. E. Granger, Miss Gertrude
3 o.
M.
J.
Webster,
and
Granger,
Miles
Granger
5f
S. D,, H. J. Blinn, Omaha;
George
0.0
lOp 2.C0p
12.0.) m 30 a Santa Fe
Fugel, St. Louis; Miss Dunlop. New 11.41 a 15 a Donaciana. . . . 5.5 .15
p 2.20 p
yi'J PASSENGER SERVICE Through and Local on Schedule Time;
.40 p 2.5P
16.0
50
a
M.
Hlanoa.
11.05
J.
Vega
S.
B..
Denver;
Phillips,
Orleans;
.00
21.8!
10.35
Wa Kennedy
p 3.25 p
Close Connection with the Denver & Rio Grande for Denver, Pueblo,'
Otero. Albuaueraue: Kemp Middle- - li.lO
10 ClarK....
27.8
3.50 p
10.05
8
40
25 to Stanley...,
.
p 4 .45 p
Salt LfeKe City and all points reached by that line. ,'.
kauff, Denver; J. S. Duncan Las Ve 9.15
38 p 9fin
52.4
55 a Moriarty ..
8.40
'
60.6
35 a Mcintosh..
j:
8.10
gas;- -'
commence on August 35th, when freight
- FREIGHT TRAFFIC!-W- ill
15
Eatancia. .
p 6.15 p
W. Heman, Tu- - 7.45
Theodore
Palace:
72.8!
55 a pur No. 3,
7.20
p6.40p
of all kinds will be handled for' all points 'via the Rock Island
W.
T.
80.8!
C.
S.
Hall
30
a
6.50
Chicago;
Willard....
u7.10p
cumcarl;
91.7
a 1.45 p
00 a Progresao
;s
and Denver & Rio Grande Systems.
Carktns, Denver; R. H. Stevens, Miss 6.15
99 .2 U
35 a Rianca....
5.45
a8.l5p
Loh-man
'
115.71 1
CO a Torrance.,
Martin
5.00
from
Santa
B.
via
East
the
route
Mandell,
Albuquerque;
your shipments
aiv.wp
For best service,
ChiW.
Las Cruces; T.
Anders,
at Torrance, New Mexico,
' '
.
Connecting
Fe Central.
J. N. with the El PasoNortheastern System
cago; A. Welles, Deming;
for all points North and East, and South
Zornes, Albuquerque; Robert P.
NEW EQUIPMENT
PROMPT SERVICE
Clayton; J. B. Schramm and and West.
B. W. ROBBINS,
.
,
wife, Denver; H. L. Waldo Las VeGeneral
Agent, Santa Fe,
Passenger
DufA.
C.
gas; Mrs. J. O. Cook, Taos;
N. M.
B. W.
A., SANTA FE, N. U.
fy, Kansas City; A. A. Keen,
W. 8. HOPEWELL,
General Manager, Smii Fo, N.M
querque; H. H. Johnson, Dulce;

ljIE

TJE

Denver

&

& BID

fififlll

SISTEffl

Rio Grande, Rio Grande Western. Rio
& Santa Fe and Rio Grande

Grande

Agent,

Santa Fe,

0J0 CAL.IEJ8TE qOT SPRINGS.

TEXAS.

rant,

IRffliiaLjtwell

'
(Effective June 4, 1903.)
m.
No. TO) leaves Santa Fe at 9:40 a.
to connect with No. 2 east bound, with

p. m.
No.

S.1TI5
VIA
TOKItANCE

Call on local agents for fuM information regarding
1his new line, the country it runs through,
and Passenner Rates and other desired particular.

t,

Via SANTA FE

e

The Dowels

Pleasant. Palatable, Potent. Taste Good. Do Good,
Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe, 10c, 85c, 50c. Never
sold in bulk. The genuine tablet stamped CCO.
Guaranteed to cure or your money back.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 595

TIME AND MONEY SAVED.

Knights of Pythias Should Take Santa
V;,
.,;
Fe Central Route.
Los Angeles arid San Francisco, August 2 to 15, and October 12 to 18, 838.45.
The management of the Santa Fe
Denver, Colorado, 822.55. On sale daily.
.'
Central, ever on the alert for new
Colorado Springs, $19.55. On sale daily.
rate for
business
has made a one-far- e
Pueblo, Colorado, 17.55. Oq sale daily.
'
to AlaFe
from
Santa
round
the
trip
Grand Canyon, Arizona, 836 25. On sals daily.
mogordo on account of the meeting of
Phoenix, Arizona, 846.25. On sale daily.
the grand lodge, Knights of Pythias of
Faywood Hot Springs, New iMexico, 818.20. On sale daily.
15th.
to
2d
On
sale
848.75.
and
tickets will
New Mexico. The one-farAugust
Tacoma,
Portland,
Seattle,
be placed on sale at Santa Fe and all
V
HOMESEEKERS' EXCURSIONS.
stations along the Santa Fe Central
on September 14, 15 ana 1,6, and
line
in
all
sold
from
points
August 4th, 18th, September Island 15th, tickets will be in New
be good returning until Septemwill
Mexico
at one
Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas and Nebraska to points
ber 21.
fare plus $2.00 for the round trip.
The Knights from the various parts
ONE-WA- Y
of the Territory who have heretofore
HOMESEEKERS' TICKETS.
been obliged to reach Alamogordo via
second-clas- s
y
tickets ' El
On the First and Third Tuesday of each month
Paso, will find that going via the
will be sold from Kansas City ; St. Joseph and east to points in New Mexico at Santa Fe Central will not only save
.
half rate plus '?.oo.
them 193 miles of travel, but time and
money. Instead of taking one day
TELL YOUR FRIENDS IN THE EAST.
and two nights to reach Alamogordo
You can deposit your money with the local agent, who will telegraph free of from Santa Fe they can leave the
the world.
at .7 o'clock at night and
charge and have tickets furnished from any partallofInformation
in regard to rates, Capital City
Pullman reservation secured in advance, and
in time for breakin
be
Alamogordo
time and connections
cheerfully furnished on application.
'
next morning.
the
fast
G.
Kansas.,
P.
W.
J.
BLACK,
A.,
Topeka,
,
To go via El Paso the Knights
would have to leave Santa Fe at s
For full particulars as to limits,
o'clock at night, reaching El Paso the
following morning, and then remain in
address
any agent
routes, etc.,
El Paso until 8 o'clock that night,
of tje Santa Fe System j jt
reaching their destination about midnight.
Those who go via the Santa Fe
from the Capital City will
H. S, LUTZ,
v Central,
find they can make excellent connections with the El Paso & NortheastN, M.
ern at. Torrance and also find entertainment at the new Cottage hotel
and restaurant, which was opened
during the present week.

Santa Fe Central Railway
IX CONXKCTIOX WITH Til K

$1--

V

903,

J

THE- -

thera to my friends. I feel fine when rise n the
uiorriing. Hope to have a chance to re com mend
Fred O. Witten, 76 Elm St.. Newark, N. J.

455,425.

CHEAP ROUND TRIP TICKETS

ON AUGUST 20.

"I tried all kinds of blood remedies which failed
to do me any good but I have found the right thing
at lust. My face was full of pimples and blackheads. After taking Cub carets they all left. 1 am
continuing the use of them and recommending
J

$127,-5C-

$2,-47- 7

E.5

Southern Railroads.
THE POPULAR LINE TO

Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek. Leadviile.
Glenwood Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt
Lake City, Ogden. Butte, Helena, San Francisco.
Los Angeles, Portland. Tacoma, and Seattle. Also
Reaches all the Pr ncipal Towns and Mining Camps
In Colorado, Utah and New Mexico.

THE TOURIST'S FAVORITE ROUTE
To all Mountain Resorts

.

-

WIThe

Only Line Passing Through Salt Lake City Enroute to the Pacific Coast

mm
mm

Proprietor

u,an.

Santa Fe

Central
Railway

DENVER

ALAMOSA
CRIPPLE CREEK
LEADVILLE
GLENWOOD SPGS
GRAND JUNCT'N

CIS

;

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

BETWEEN

miuiiUA rune
1rtKa
liinillU

AND

SALT LAKE CITY
OGDEN
PORTLAND
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS A N GELES

alacartboh
sbrytce
ALL THROUGH TRAINS

A. S. HUGHES, Gen'l Traffic Manager
f. A. EDSON, Manager,
Denver, Colo,
Denver, Colo.
S. K. HOOPER. Gen'l Pass! and Ticket Agent, Denver, Colo.

4 IMPORTANT 6ATE WAYS 4

Santa Fe Central
TIME T.R.BjE
v

--

.via

DENVER & RIO GRANDE
ROCK ISLAND SYSTEMS

--

9-

S3

--

68--

--

'

:

,

,6. F.&P.

Er-vie-

Ho Trouble to Answer Questions.

JSP

FAST

"CWJORI BALL" TRAIji

ThU handsomely equipped train laves El Paso dally and runs through to S.
Louis without cbAOge, when direet connections are made for the Northin and
th.
Bast: also direet eonnoctlona vta Shrotport or New Orleans for all points

Southeast.

Latest Pattern Pullman Buffet
Sleepers
Elegant New Chair Cars-Se- atsTrlans Free
Solid Vestibuled

Throughout.

For descriptive pamphlet, or other Information, call oa or address
E. P. TUENER, G. P. 4 T. A., DALLAS, TEXAS.
a. w.

cubtis, a., w. y. a., bl paso, texas.

Santa Fe New Mexican, Monday, September ?4, 1903.
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THAT SPECIAL SALE

phi

Last week we sold nearly every article
advertised at a specially reduced price, which
convinced us that our "ad" is largely read
and that the people of Santa Fe appreciate
bargains when they can get them.
This week we are offering special bargains in Dishes and Kitchen Furniture. Let
us convince you.
fcVEOTTK

FOR THE

P70UR mm

KITCM

f

i

F IJJIYAF

VIS

If

a

the hot weather. With

Make your home comfortable during

Tixe Latest Improved

the many conveniences we offer you can convert your home into
a summer resort. We aim to provide something newer, something
different, something better than other stores, and at lower prices.

A Wagon's First Cost

is not all there is to it. There are a plenty of low priced wagons (mighty dear in the end),
wood pithy, "dead," the
that actually look well at first. You can't see the
or foresee the shrinking, rattling, loosening of spokes, the tire setting and
defective
constant repairs, that will rise up to trouble you in time. All said and done, it pays to buy
oace for all a dependable wagon.
paint-covere-

d

HANDSOME

THE FARMERS FJ
ii

jnepnaegfTnewmin-uurnewjiuiKiw1

--

SKSBHfl

axle-woo-

That is a matter of common knowledge testified to by every man who ever
bought one. Built on honor by master mechanics out of selected and perfectly seasoned
materials. Definite, sterling worth in each job of Vehicles and Harness, that result in longer
and better service than you have a ngnt to expect. You
don't make mistakes if you pin your faith there.
are that kind.

Studebakers in Your Town.

The undersigned are the local sales afjpnfs. We carry a generous
stock, we'll order and quickly (jet anvtuins; you want. Sou see the
poods and know what you are buying. We stake our reputation
on pleasing you. Always ready to show you. Give us a call.

Santa. Fe.

TJew York, Sept. 14. Closing stocks
Atchison. 65; Atchison preferred, 84;
Maw Vork Central. 12oX: Pennsylvania,
Southern Pacific, iZii; Union
Pacific preferred,
7.1; Union
Pacific,
United States Steel, 19; United
States Steel preferred, 69.

IJ;

St;

MARKET REPORT.
a.-.4--

MONE AND METAIi.
Slew Vork. Sept. 14. Money on call
2a-2v.
oer cent. Prime mer- .itiie DaDer 636K per cent. Bar

Silver,

New

S7&

Vork, Sept.

11.

copper quiet and unchanged.

Lead, and

GRAIN.
Close. Wheat,
Sept. 14.
82k'
Dec.,
80Ki
Sept.,
Corn, Sept., 52; Dec. 52.
Oate, Sept., 36; Dec. 38.
PORK. LARD, RIBS.
Pork, Sept., 813.72; Oct., $13.83.
9.35; Oct.,
Sept.,
S8.45.
Bibs, Sept., 88.83; Oct., 89 00.
Cble&go.

lrd,

STOCK.

Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 14. Cattle,
market steady to 10c lower.
85.40; Texas
Native steers, 83.50
83 90; Texas
ttod Indian steers, 82.90

Supply Co.,

.

Gallup, N. M., Sept. 13 Mrs. August
Wisentine, an estimable lady of Clark-vill- e
died Friday from blood poisoning.
She left a husband and several small
children. The funeral-- took place today from the Catholic Church in Gallup.

Engineer Bail has sold his residence
on East Aztec avenue to T. Ransom.
John Thompson a former Gallupite,
is switching at Point Richmond, Cal.
B. F. Zahm is adding a room to his
store building on Coal avenue.
Mrs. Harper and daughter will leave
this week for a pleasure trip to the
coast.
Mrs. Palmer Ketner and children
will spend the winter in Salt Lake
City, Utah.
Father Webber of Clenega and John
Wolz, who has been painting for W. H.
Owen at the same place, are visitors
in Gallup.
It Is reported that Dr. Smith of Fort
Defiance, has fallen heir to a legacy of
$250,000 and that he is making plans
for a sanitarium at San Diego, .Cal.
'
Lyme Parker, who was killed at
Houcks Tank last winter left a Navajo widow, who has just received $1,000
from a New York life insurance company.
Undertaker Finger has been on the
sick list this week. He was wanted at
Thoreau on Tuesday to embalm the
body of a man .who was killed by a
freight train. On account of illness he
could not go.
E. C. Wheelerr who owns a group
of thirteen copper claims in the Zuni
mountains, is preparing to secure patents for them.
A woman In the eastern part of the
county is very indignant because the
probate clerk won't send her a divorce
for $25.
D. Rush of Thoreau, and Wm. Crane
of Guam, were here on business last
Tuesday.
Orrin Raillaird, who has been sick
for ten days went to the railroad hospital in Albuquerque Wednesday.
Several Slav miners arrived here
this week and went to work at Weaver. About seventy more will be here
next week. They come from the east-

cows, 82.05 & 82.55; native Cows and
84.75;- Stockers and
81.50
betters, co
n
nn a. hi n
fib ki mh
(in
85.50; western
SJ 00; calves, 83.00
84.60; wgstern cows,
steers, 83.50
82.80.
t.7S
(Sheep, market steady.
Muttons, S2 60 84.00; lambs, 82.90
83.90; ern states.
85.25; Range weather 82. 40
83.75.
Ewes, 82.30
Machinist Raillaird is sporting a
Chicago, Sept. 14 Cattle, market
diamond ring.
$300
lower,
L. Ohlin, manager of the Gibson
86. uO;
flood to prime steers, 85.40
poof to medium, 83 90 a 85 25; stockers store, left Monday for a business trip
i.du(s to Pueblo, Colo. He will be gone ten
juA feeders, 82 50'S4i&; cowscanners,
85.00;
50; heifers, 82.00
3.uu as ti su; days.
83 75; bulls,
91.30
Manager Kelly of the Colorado Sup
fed steer,
Texas
50
86
75;
calves , 83
store wi.. go to Prescott, Ariz., as
ply
83.25
32.35 i a 84 65; western steers,
soon as a manager comes to relieve
him.
tikun tna.rlrof. Inwpr.
iSood to choice wethers, 83.00 84.00;
Mr. Shelton, the new superintend
84.00; ent of the northern half of the Navajo
ir to choice mixed, 83.00
83.60; native
urestern sheep, 82.70
reservation took charge yesterday.
tombs, 83.65 (3 85.50, western lambs, Mr.
Livengood, who was to have taken
a
85.30.
dsr.so
-

SM-Sfl-

Harness

thing in Ladies' Saddles, price reduced
from $35.00 to $22,50.

N. M.

GALLUP GLEANINGS.

JJ. S. Weather Bureau Notes.

Stock Market.

HANDMADE

Jobbers arid Retailers

HONEST GOODS
HONEST PRICES

Forecast for New Mexico: Rain in
north aid east portions tonight and
Tuesday: colder weather tonight.
Saturday the thermometer registered
as follow: Maximum temperature, 69
m.; minimum 43 dedegrees, at 4:20 p.
crees, at 6:25 a. m. The mean temperature (or the 24 hours was 56 degrees.
Mem daily humidity. 35 per cent.
yesterday the thermometer registered
s follows: Maximum temperature, 73
degrees, at 4:00 a. m; minimum, 49
mean
degrees, at 5:00 a.24 m. The
hours was 61
temperature for the
Mean daily humidity, 35 per cent
Temperature at 6:00 a. in. today, 52
degrees.
Call on the New Mexican Printing
iJCompany for engraved visiting cards.

&

Best on Earth

At Prices less than
you would expect
to pay for machine
made goods. We
are sole agents for
Padgitt Bros.' Cowboy Saddles, Made on
honor. $35 will buy the saddle you have
been paying $50 for. We have the latest

STVDEB AKER WAGONS

Santa Fe Hardware

WASHING MACHINE

HARNESS.

f

ST

AMERICAN

charge of the southern half will be
transferred to some other place.
The mines have done little work this
week on account of the small jailroad.
rr
order.
Henry Mack, traveling car inspector
of the Coast lines, spent Tuesday In
Gallup with his family.
W. H. Morris and family, and Mr.
Riddell and son are down in the Zuni
country this week on a pleasure trip.
There is nearly $2,500 in the general
county school fund which will be distributed to the different districts on
October 1.
A rate of one fare for the round
trip will be made from Gallup to Albuquerque on October 9, on account of
'
'k
the Ringling circus.
Joshua S. Raynolds bought several interests in the Cebolleta land
grant last week. Part of the grant is
in the eastern end of McKinley County.
Shad Reid, a former resident of Gallup spent a couple of days here this
week. He has just returned,: from
Alaska where he went five years ago.
He brought away a little over five
thousand
dollars, which he made
working as foreman in a coal mine
on the Canada side about sixty miles
from Dawson. He will visit his ''parents in Iowa, and may return to Alaska next spring.
:

'

'

FOR RENT New piano for concerts, dances and special occasions.
Apply Claire Hotel.
FOR SALE.

.

.

$85 Horse, Buggy and Harness $85
Good gentle family driving horse.

rubber tired top buggy,

First-clas- s

most new.
$20
Phaeton,

OCR MOTTO:

LIVE, AND LET LIVE!

BOOKS AND STATIONERY,

......

Periodicals, School Books, School Supplies,
Stationery Sundries, Etc,
CATHOLIC CATECHISMS

al-

$20
newly painted
FRANK ANDREWS.

JI

AID PRATER

SPAIISH HOTELS

A

BOOKS

II

SPAIISH.

SPECIALTY.

Books not in stock ordered at eastern price; subscriptions taken for all periodical

JACOB WELTMER
Several persons of character and good reputation in each state
(one in 'this county required) to represent and advertise old established
SCIENTIFIC EMBALMING
wealthy business house of solid financial standing. Salary $21 weekly with
expenses additional, all payable in cash
? At Our
direct each Wednesday from head offices: Horse and carriage furnished
Undertaking Parlors
when necessary. References. Enclose
The Latest Scientific Methods of Embalmlag
self addressed envelope. Colonial, Cax-to- n
the
Parlors
are
from
Calls
Answered
Day or Night or by D0R0TE0 SENA, Apu
Employed.
Building, Chicago.
Frla Road.
Our Parlors Consist of a Nicely and Appropriately Fitted Up Suite at No. 112
WANTED

-

--

the Condition or
THE . FIRST NATIONAL BAM
Repobi or

of Santa Fe,
At Santa Fe, in the Territory of New Mexico,
at the close of business Sept, 9th, 1903.

Lincoln Avenue, West Side Plaza, Santa Fe, New Mexico,

&

DUDlOW, HEJ.J.EDY
'

TOWJYSEJaD, Props.

FRED MONTENIE
and
Funeral Director.

Scientific Embalmer

BESOUBOBS.

$361,267 11
Loans and discounts
485 24
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured..
IF. S. Bonds to secure circulation ....
40,000 00
U. S. Bonds to secure U. S. deposits. . 60,000 00
Premiums on V. S. bonds
4,500 0J
0
Stocks, securities, etc
6,M
fixJAKE GOLD, Manager
ABE GOLD, Proprietor.
ESTABLISHED 1859.
Banking' house, furniture and
14,5 0 00
tures
3,212 SO
Other real estate owned
Due from National Banks (not re55.667 74
serve agents)
Due from State Banks and bankers 'u9W7! The largest and best stock of Indian Baskets, Blankets. Pottery, Etc., in the country.
Due from annroved reserve agents.. 1 3,tt5l 65
2 5
Checks and other cash Items
AND MISCELLANEOUS ADS- - Fractional
paper currency, nickels
56
77
and cents
reserve in Bank, vis :
Lawful
Don't fail to call and see as when in the oity. Send for a Catalogue.
WANTED At once a nurse girl. Specie money
60
$11,521
00
311-31112,923
Legal-tendnotes
San Francisco Street, Corner Burro Alley, Saata Fe, New Mexico.
Apply at Bowling Alley on the Plaza.

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY

SHOP

--

Indian and Mexican Curios.

Free Museum.

Mexican Drawn Work a Specialty.

er

7

64,444 60

Redemption fund with U. S. TreasRENT Nice furnished rooms
urer (5 per cent of circulation) .... 2,000 00
f rem U.S. Treasurer, other than
near Plaza. Apply 127 Cathedral St. 5Due
7J0 00
percent re jem ptioniuuu
;
$860,83132
Total
A NT one desiring male help of any kind
please notify Alan &. jncuora, secretary
LIABILITIES. .
FOR

.

V4,

i

,

ft

-

,

,

Capital City Band.

$150,000 00
Capital stock paid in
80,000 00
Surplus fund
For Sale.,
Undivided profits, less expenses and
1M76 05
.taxes
POSITIVE Bargain. The Santa Fe National paid
Bank notes outstanding.. . 39,100 00
old
of
sale
cause
8,3.18 35
Banks
Mill,
National
Due
age.
other
to
Planing
;
4,602 86
Due to State Banks and bankers
,
Apply P. Hesch, Santa Fe.
Individual deposits subject to check 498,9 lu 45
56 877 77
Demand certificates of deposit
1.H14 85
VIOLINIST. Engagements Certified checks
SOLO
4,926 42
checks outstanding
Cashier's
con31,150 68
United States deposits
accepted for private musicals,
certs dances, etc Call and learn con- Deposits of U. S. disbursing officers.. 17,133 89
GEO. H. BAIN.
..I
..$880,831 82
Total
cerning terms.
'
Territory of New Mexico, County of Santa
Ke,ss:
d
BLOODED RAMS.
I, J. H. Vaughn, cashier of the
bank, do solemnly swear that the
Two Rambuillet Rams, high grade. above statement
is true to the best of my
Orders promptly filled for this class knowledge and belief.
J. H. Vaughn, Cashier.
of stock. Call and see them in cor
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
C. P. JONES.
ral of Leo riersch.
14th day of sept., vm.
J a mbs B. Read, Notary Public.

A

"

above-name-

The New Mexican Printing Com
pany will do your job work with neat
ness and dispatch.

Correct Attest

:

ft. J. Palen,
S. Spitz,
J. G. SCHUMNW,

Directors.

WJir--

J

